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ABSTRACT

Scholarship on policing has exploded in recent years as bystanders increasingly record and circulate videos of police brutality, much of it directed at civilians of color. These incidents have drawn significant attention to the culture of police departments and police unions, generating widespread calls for the reform, or even the abolition, of police forces. The traditional considerations at the center of these debates include the practical challenges to enacting reforms, the expected efficacy of proposed changes for curtailing abuses, and the possible costs of these changes (whether measured in dollars or crime rates). The moral premises that are inherently embedded in reform arguments typically remain unstated and undefended, obscuring
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entire categories of harm imposed by police and the proper aims and urgency of reform.

Quite separately from disputes about policing, many legal scholars have come to accept that the proper aim of the law is to facilitate the moral flourishing of the public, or, relatedly, that the human virtues provide a helpful model for understanding the law and the obligations of its agents. Scholars have applied this theoretical framework, known as “virtue jurisprudence,” to dozens of substantive areas of law as well as to the professional duties of legal officers, such as judges and lawyers. Yet, much as moral considerations have largely been left aside by policing scholars, policing has been effectively overlooked by virtue scholars. This latter omission is especially peculiar. Whether one accepts that the law is instrumental in guiding the moral development of the populace, or that the virtues serve as helpful models for the professional duties of judges and lawyers, policing is plainly ripe for virtue-centered analysis. After all, police represent the most prominent point of contact between the public and the legal system and, more than any other state officials, police personify the government’s near-monopoly on the legitimate use of force.

This Article analyzes American policing through the lens supplied by virtue jurisprudence, arguing that uncontroversial assumptions about the moral role of the law provide both a compelling basis for sweeping police reform and valuable parameters for the nature of such reform. The virtues—traits like benevolence, honesty, and wisdom—reveal an entire class of harms caused by police that are widely overlooked: the propensity of policing to make us morally worse people. Police inflict these harms by demanding fawning deference from the civilians they serve and by widely expressing and modeling vice, especially through their unapologetic demonstrations of bias and brutality. The virtues simultaneously offer a cohesive theoretical justification for condemning the more obvious harms linked to racism and excessive use of force by police—harms that monopolize scholarly attention. Virtue jurisprudence thus grounds a more comprehensive tally of the merits and demerits of American law enforcement, and it reframes a solution to the problem of policing: whether through reform or abolition, we must humble the police.
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INTRODUCTION

Few topics have invited as much recent attention from legal scholars as policing. A great deal of intellectual energy flows toward analyzing the effects of American policing and the pathways toward reform.¹ The inescapable reason for this is that authors, editors, and readers widely recognize the need for police reform or abolition as an urgent moral problem. Indeed, substantially all reform arguments—even those that purport to be non-ideological ² or purely data-driven³—are premised on the notion that some (and not other) aspects of policing are seriously morally bad.


Yet, save for rare exceptions, like Jocelyn Simonson and Monica Bell, most policing scholars conspicuously leave their essential moral premises entirely unstated. And none appear to offer a complete and coherent moral justification for those premises.

Instead, contributions to policing debates tend to begin by identifying troubling features or consequences of American policing without explaining what makes them bad. These features include high rates of brutality against civilians, low rates of corresponding police accountability, over-incarceration, and racial disparities or

---

4 See Simonson, supra note 1. Simonson argues for examining the need for police reform through the “power lens”—and more specifically, for shifting power away from police and toward “populations who have historically been subject . . . to the violence and control of everyday policing.” Id. at 830. In defending this claim, she plainly asserts the underlying moral considerations. For instance, she argues that power reallocation is “reparative,” which is important because “we must take historical wrongs into account when thinking about reform in the present.” Id. at 830. She argues that shifting power toward policed communities is also valuable because of its antisubordination implications—it is “consistent” with the notion that that law “should not ‘perpetuate[] . . . the subordinate stature of a specially disadvantaged group.”’ Id. at 838 (citation omitted). And she argues that the power lens is “supported by a theory of democracy that values contestation and resistance as necessary parts of a healthy state.” Id. at 843. These are compelling moral considerations; and although Simonson regards them as related, id. at 830, their force is somewhat blunted when they are severed from a more fundamental and cohesive theory about the function of the State and its agents. This Article endeavors to sketch out the basis for precisely such a theory—a theory that could incorporate the claims on which Simonson relies.

5 Some of Monica Bell’s work engages with moral considerations, though not as a primary matter. For example, Bell articulates the moral underpinnings of legitimacy theory, which she deploys in her analysis of legal estrangement. See Bell, Legal Estrangement, supra note 1, at 2075.

6 There is a relatively small body of literature on moral theory and policing, or ethics and policing, but those contributions do not attempt to paint a comprehensive moral picture of policing, nor do they deploy virtue theory (as this article does). See, e.g., Eric J. Miller, Knowing Your Place: The Police Role in the Reproduction of Racial Hierarchy, 89 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1607 (2021); Eric J. Miller, The Moral Burdens of Police Wrongdoing, 97 RES PHILOSOPHICA 219 (2020); Jennifer Page, Reparations for Police Killings, 17 PERSPS. ON POL. 958 (2019); Kenneth J. Peak et al., Ethical Considerations in Community Policing and Problem Solving, 1 POLICE Q. 19 (1998); JOHN KLEINIG, THE ETHICS OF POLICING (1996).

7 See Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 928; BUTLER, supra note 1, at Preface.

8 See Walker, supra note 1, at 1784–85.

9 See Akbar, supra note 1, at 1841–42.
biases that manifest in policing practices. The empirical bases for these concerns are well documented, so there are a great deal of data to choose from.


It is commonly accepted that police in the United States kill approximately 1,000 Americans per year, disproportionately people of color. Anthony O’Rourke et al., Disbanding Police Agencies, 121 COLUM. L. REV. 1327, 1337 (2021). In fact, data from the past few years show that the number of civilians fatally shot by police has increased annually since at least 2016, falling just shy of 1,100 in 2022. 1,099 People Have Been Shot and Killed by Police in the Last 12 Months, WASH. POST, https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/investigations/police-shootings-database/ [https://perma.cc/E9JS-CDW6] (last updated Feb. 15, 2023). Tallies that look beyond fatal shootings specifically generate higher numbers still. See MAPPING POLICE VIOLENCE, POLICE VIOLENCE MAP (2023), https://mappingpoliceviolence.us [https://perma.cc/7CYF-PVFG] (finding that police killed nearly 1,200 civilians in 2022). Moreover, one recent study found that “police killings in America have been undercounted by more than half over the past four decades,” casting serious doubt on the data experts have been relying on for nearly half a century. Tim Arango & Shaila Dawn, More than Half of Police Killings Are Mislabeled, New Study Says, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 30, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/30/us/police-killings-undercounted-study.html [https://perma.cc/YZ7C-M379]. According to the Brookings Institute, “Black people are 3.5 times more likely than white people to be killed by police when Blacks are not attacking or do not have a weapon.” Rashawn Ray, How Can We Enhance Police Accountability in the United States?, BROOKINGS (Aug. 25, 2020), https://www.brookings.edu/policy2020/votervital/how-can-we-enhance-police-accountability-in-the-united-states/ [https://perma.cc/5CAS-92MN]. One study found that approximately “1 out of every 1,000 [B]lack men [in the United States] can expect to be killed by police.” Frank Edwards et al., Risk of Being Killed by Police Use of Force in the United States by Age, Race-ethnicity, and Sex, PNAS (Aug. 5, 2019), https://www.pnas.org/content/116/34/16793.

Police rarely face professional consequences for these killings, and they face criminal accountability even less frequently. See Ray, supra. According to one analysis, through mid-March of 2020, a mere “110 law enforcement officers nationwide had[] ever been charged with murder or manslaughter in an on-duty shooting”—about 10% of a single year’s worth of police killings—with fewer than half convicted of any (often lesser) charges. Amelia Thomson-DeVeaux et al., Why It’s So Rare for Police Officers to Face Legal Consequences, FIVETHIRTYEIGHT (June 4, 2020), 6:00 AM, https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/why-its-still-so-rare-for-police-officers-to-face-legal-consequences-for-misconduct [https://perma.cc/SWF7-BKMP]. The same analysis showed only five murder convictions of police officers that withstood subsequent appeals. Id. Notably, for all the recent attention on police brutality, there has been no statistically significant increase in charges for officers who kill civilians. Id.

Precise numbers are difficult to ascertain, but it is possible that significantly more than one million people per year endure “lesser threats or uses of force.” Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 936. Indeed, even those who are skeptical of the meaning of racial disparities in police shootings of civilians acknowledge substantial racial disparities in “lower level” uses of force. See, e.g., Roland G. Fryer, An Empirical Analysis of Racial Differences in the Use of Force, 127 J. POL. ECON. 1210, 1212–13, 1248 (2019). Police also target racial minorities—especially Black Americans—for stops and arrests
Next, most commentators propose reforms of varying scope. They might suggest pinning a greater share of financial liability for police misconduct on police agencies or scaling back protections that permit abusive officers to keep their jobs; hiring more women into police forces or requiring additional training; addressing irregularities in police pay; tweaking collective bargaining procedures; or increasing community influence over police discipline. Some recommendations are a great deal more sweeping, such as Amna Akbar’s call for “fundamental transformation” in response to “a crisis” that extends beyond police violence to “our entire system of laws and statecraft.” Some scholars also examine the challenge of enacting changes against opposition from police unions.


12 See Ray, supra note 11.


14 See Bell, Legal Estrangement, supra note 1, at 2131–36. Bell makes numerous other suggestions as well. See id. at 2126–49.

15 See Fisk & Richardson, supra note 1, at 720–21.

16 See Rushin, Disciplinary Appeals, supra note 1, at 588–91.

17 For a convenient introduction to some of these, see Simonson, supra note 1, at 785–86, summarizing the positions of scholars who target deeper forms of change to policing, such as Amna Akbar, Paul Butler, Tracey Meares, and Bennett Capers; see also Amna Akbar, Toward a Radical Imagination of Law, 93 N.Y.U. L. REV. 405, 429 (2018); Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 980.

18 Akbar, supra note 1, at 1841–45.

19 See, e.g., Levin, supra note 1.
This approach hides the most important element of any reform or abolition proposal. Although some might dispute the extent of any given policing problem, for most, it is self-evident that (for example) police brutality is bad. The focus therefore quickly shifts to what to do about it. Of course, police brutality is bad; a world in which that proposition is the subject of substantial debate is a troubled one, and it can be helpful for reform advocates to take that premise for granted. But why, exactly, is it bad? Is it bad simply in the way that interpersonal violence or coercion is often bad, absent special circumstances? Or is it different from “ordinary” civilian-on-civilian violence—better, perhaps, as incidental to an essential societal function, or worse, perhaps, because officers operate under special obligations to the communities that they police?

This Article argues that we can and must say more. The notion that there is a morally neutral way to contemplate police reform permeates the literature, but it is pure fiction. Police reform arguments are inherently ideological. Failure to elaborate on the moral premises that motivate any given argument exacts a price. If we cannot grasp precisely why American policing practices are problematic, we cannot fully appreciate either the need for reform or the scope of the appropriate responses. Moral arguments may well mirror the empirical ones in provoking widespread disagreement. If so, that is a disagreement we must have in the open and in conjunction with our well-aired empirical debates. Indeed, many of the policy

---

20 For instance, one policing scholar describes overt police prejudice toward people of color as “possible but unlikely.” Justin Nix et al., A Bird’s Eye View of Civilians Killed by Police in 2015, 16 CRIMINOLOGY & PUB. POL’Y 309, 310 (2017).

21 There are exceptions here as well. Some, like President Trump, have encouraged the police to be even more forceful with suspects rather than less. See, e.g., Kelly Swanson, Trump Tells Cops They Should Rough People Up More During Arrests, Vox (July 28, 2017, 4:35 PM), https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2017/7/28/16059536/trump-cops-speech-gang-violence-long-island [https://perma.cc/GKA9-N3YH].

22 Rachel Harmon (among others) has influentially called for policing scholars to step outside the “conventional paradigm” for understanding police misconduct, a paradigm trapped within the parameters of constitutional criminal procedure. See Harmon, supra note 1, at 762–63. Scholars taking up this approach have looked at other forms of law—and even the “incidental regulation of policing”—that bear on policing behavior and accountability. Stoughton, supra note 1, at 2182–83. The argument advanced in this Article is that we must step back further still, not only examining the full array of influences on police behavior but also seriously and openly contending with normative questions about what policing is for. Monica Bell has noted that “[t]his moment calls for expertise of many kinds,” above and beyond the social sciences. Monica Bell, Black Security and the Conundrum of Policing, JUST SEC. (July 15, 2020), https://www.justsecurity.org/71418/black-security-and-the-conundrum-of-policing/ [https://perma.cc/8G8H-3ZRW] [hereinafter Bell, Black Security]. Bell’s article argues that moral theory must also play an essential role here.
debates about police reform are merely proxy disputes for the divergent yet hidden moral premises of their authors. In short, therefore, this Article seeks to spark a broader, explicit conversation about a necessary but heretofore implicit dimension of the policing debate. In doing so, the paper responds to calls from major policing scholars to make policing research “less parochial.”

The first step is to adopt a lens through which to explore the moral dimensions of policing practices. I nominate virtue jurisprudence, an ascendant framework of special relevance in this context. Legal scholars increasingly recognize the analytic value of the human virtues—qualities like wisdom, benevolence, courage, and so forth. Some adopt a “strong” form of virtue jurisprudence, claiming that the purpose of the law should be to help guide its subjects toward virtue and, accordingly, toward morally good lives. Others deploy a “weaker” form of the methodology, foregoing a position on the proper objectives of the law while holding that the human virtues are nevertheless a useful tool for illuminating dimensions of the law, especially as a model for understanding the duties of legal officers. Collectively, scholars have applied some form of virtue analysis to a wide range of substantive areas of the law, from broad, doctrinal areas, like criminal law

---

21 For instance, one study found “compelling evidence that moral intuitions play an important role in explaining American’s (sic) divergent attitudes toward BLM and the police.” See Eric Silver et al., Social Order and Social Justice: Moral Intuitions, Systemic Racism Beliefs, and Americans’ Divergent Attitudes Toward Black Lives Matter and Police, 2022 CRIMINOLOGY 342.

22 Monica C. Bell, Next-Generation Policing Research: Three Propositions, J. ECON. PERSPS., Fall 2021, at 29, 30 [hereinafter Bell, Next-Generation Policing]; see also Dorian Schaap & Elsa Saarikkomäki, Rethinking Police Procedural Justice, 26 THEORETICAL CRIMINOLOGY 1, 12 (2022).

23 I offer some examples of the literature on virtue jurisprudence below. For a far more comprehensive bibliography, see G. Alex Sinha, Virtuous Law-Breaking, 13 WASH. U. JURIS. REV. 199, 207 nn.22–36 (2021) [hereinafter Sinha, Virtuous Law-Breaking].

24 See Colin Farrelly & Lawrence B. Solum, An Introduction to Aretaic Theories of the Law, in VIRTUE JURISPRUDENCE 3-4 (Colin Farrelly & Lawrence B. Solum eds., 2008).


26 See infra notes 33–34. For more on the distinction between strong and weak virtue jurisprudence, see Sinha, Virtuous Law-Breaking, supra note 25, at 215–16.

27 See id. at 207–09.

property law,\textsuperscript{31} to more specialized subjects, like bankruptcy\textsuperscript{32} and antitrust.\textsuperscript{33} A common application of weak virtue jurisprudence explores the implications of virtue-centered analysis for judges\textsuperscript{34} and lawyers.\textsuperscript{35} In light of its popularity in both forms, it is remarkable that virtue scholars appear to have neglected policing altogether.\textsuperscript{36}

This Article demonstrates that both strong and weak forms of virtue jurisprudence offer fresh insights into the policing debate. Beyond working from plausible assumptions, each approach provides a helpful framework for identifying which policing practices are morally problematic and—crucially—why they are problematic. Virtue jurisprudence thus supports a more comprehensive accounting of the costs and benefits of American policing, including its corrosive effects on our moral character. In doing so, it reveals the relevance of certain policing practices that are ordinarily considered secondary in importance, and it illuminates which types of reform warrant the most serious consideration. More specifically, virtue jurisprudence frames and explains a compelling objective for police reform: to humble the police.

Section I of the Article briefly explains what virtue jurisprudence is and why it provides such a compelling frame for policing. Section II distills a basic cluster of propositions about the role of the law in a virtue-centered society; deploys those propositions to identify five key axes along which we should attend to the influence of policing practices on civilian flourishing; and posits uncontroversial moral

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{36} I have been unable to locate any substantive work on policing and the virtues. See Sinha, \textit{Virtuous Law-Breaking}, supra note 25, at 209 n.36.
\end{footnotesize}
premises for assessing police performance on each of these five axes. These moral premises are independently plausible, but they also cohere neatly because they derive directly from the virtue framework. Section III marshals the copious data and scholarship on policing to highlight the most serious deficiencies of American policing on all five of these axes, underscoring how current approaches to policing make us morally worse people. Finally, Section IV catalogs the substantial implications of virtue analysis for police reform.

I. WHY VIRTUE?

A brief introduction to the presumptions behind virtue jurisprudence will facilitate the analysis provided in subsequent Sections of this Article. Much of the work in virtue ethics derives, in some form, from Aristotelian ethics.37 Fundamentally, virtue jurisprudence extends the philosophical tradition of virtue ethics to the study of the law.38 Virtue ethics purports to analyze the moral rightness of an action not strictly by its consequences (like utilitarianism) or its conformity with specific principles or duties (like Kantianism), but instead by asking whether a virtuous person would do it.39 To undertake such an inquiry, virtue theorists posit praiseworthy qualities—such as honesty,40 humility,41 courage,42 and wisdom43—and then assess actions against the competing demands of those qualities.

Theorists disagree about the proper list of the virtues,44 but they often agree to conceive of the virtues (and vices) as relatively stable character traits that predict both how their bearers will feel and how they will conduct themselves under various

37 Karen Stohr, Contemporary Virtue Ethics, 1 PHIL. COMPASS 22, 23 (2006).
38 Farrelly & Solum, supra note 26, at 1.
39 ROSALIND HURSTHOUSE, ON VIRTUE ETHICS 1 (1999). Hursthouse’s view is both well developed and influential, and I rely on her work as a reasonable account of the significance of the virtues.
40 See id. at 10–13.
41 See G. Alex Sinha, Modernizing the Virtue of Humility, 90 AUSTRAASIAN J. PHILOS. 259 (2012).
42 See Sherry, supra note 34, at 803–10.
43 See Solum, Judging, supra note 34, at 192–94.
44 For example, Aristotle accepted a substantially longer list than Plato. Sinha, Virtuous Law-Breaking, supra note 25, at 213.
circumstances. One purported advantage of virtue theory is that it captures the nature of moral deliberation more fully than competing theories, as it addresses a broader range of factors relevant to moral life. Balancing the demands of the virtues under novel circumstances is, plausibly, a large part of the challenge of attaining and manifesting moral goodness. Sometimes the virtues point in the same direction, but they often conflict. What is brave may not always be prudent, for example. Despite the scope for disagreement, the popularity of both virtue ethics and virtue jurisprudence speaks to the intuitive accessibility of the concept of human virtue. At minimum, the language of virtue and vice conforms to our lay conventions; we routinely identify and label people’s propensities to do “good” or “bad” things when praising or criticizing their character.

A particularly prominent approach to the virtues, one bearing Aristotelian influence, imagines that the virtues are interconnected: to possess any one of them in reasonable measure is to possess them all. Further, to possess them is a necessary condition for leading a good life, for flourishing in the distinctive way that humans (unlike plants or animals) can. Certain complexities attend this form of flourishing, which encompasses both objective and subjective elements, but the general idea is that human agents lead good lives when they manifest the virtues and,

---

45 Generally, virtues and vices encompass both an agent’s behavior and her attitude. For example, an honest person will typically avoid dishonesty not simply for fear of reputational harm, but also because she sincerely values honesty. HURSTHOUSE, supra note 39, at 11–13.
46 See id. at 2–3.
47 Conversely, some argue that the virtues provide insufficient guidance to agents on how to act. Id. at 17.
48 See supra text accompanying notes 29–35.
50 See HURSTHOUSE, supra note 39, at 167 (noting the link between virtue and eudaimonia); id. at 9–10 (translating the Greek term *eudaimonia* roughly as “flourishing”). As Hursthouse notes, the word “flourish” offers an imperfect English synonym for *eudaimonia*. Id. at 9–10.
51 See id. at 163–91.
52 See Hursthouse & Pettigrove, supra note 27.
relatedly, experience deep satisfaction. Notably, the commitment to considering community flourishing is becoming increasingly important in policing scholarship.

Some version of the foregoing account undergirds virtue jurisprudence. Theorists with inclinations toward virtue ethics have long viewed the law as playing an instrumental role in conditioning its subjects to live virtuous lives. For example, both Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas held that the law can help to train us toward virtue. Such a view provides the shortest route from virtue ethics to virtue jurisprudence: learning to manifest the virtues is important for our moral development—indeed, it is intrinsically good, and the highest end we can aim for—and the law’s role is (at least in part) to help us attain such moral excellence. Many modern theorists have followed suit, such as Lawrence Solum, a major contributor to the literature on virtue jurisprudence and arguably a leading cause of its current popularity. Others have adopted it as well.

The presumptions of strong virtue jurisprudence may sound rather stilted in theoretical form, but they are quite plausible in application. It is reasonable for the law to help us thrive both objectively and subjectively, structuring our respective entitlements and obligations in a way that empowers us to lead our lives well as part of a collective, societal enterprise. Theorists may adopt different conceptions of the moral side of that story—endorsing thinner or thicker interpretations of the law’s role in shaping us as moral agents—but even generic commitments to political

54 Id. Hursthouse does not think of the virtues as rigid determinants of life outcomes for their possessors but rather regards them more probabilistically. See Hursthouse, supra note 39, at 185. Others take a different view. See Hursthouse & Pettigrove, supra note 27 (describing Aristotle’s view and distinguishing it from the view held by Plato and the Stoics).

55 For example, Monica Bell has urged policing scholars to engage more fully with the notion of community flourishing. See Bell, Next-Generation Policing, supra note 24, at 32–33.


57 Id. at 32.


59 See Farrelly & Solum, supra note 26, at 2.

60 Solum is an editor of perhaps the first collected volume on the subject, at least in English. See id. Much of Solum’s work concerns judicial virtues. See, e.g., Solum, Judging, supra note 34; Solum, Tournament, supra note 34.

liberalism demand compliance with moral principles, such as cabining the exercise of one’s liberties so as not to harm others.\(^{62}\) The virtues offer a natural way of augmenting that moral tale; although the language of the virtues may strike some as religious or even stodgy, that association is entirely artificial.\(^{63}\) Indeed, the implications of the virtues for the calibration of the law also plausibly accord with other well-known theoretical frameworks, such as sociological ones.\(^{64}\)

As noted above, an alternative approach to virtue jurisprudence omits any commitment to the moral purpose of the law; rather, it views the virtues as analytically helpful in some other way.\(^{65}\) This “weaker” form of virtue jurisprudence can be particularly well suited to assessing the duties of legal agents; the balancing of complex and competing obligations of officers of the law arguably mirrors the difficulties we all encounter in balancing the demands of the virtues.\(^{66}\) Both versions of virtue jurisprudence can shed novel and valuable light on policing. Notably, despite the significant methodological differences between them, the following Sections reveal that they dovetail on the question of American policing.

II. POLICING AS A CORNERSTONE OF CIVILIAN FLOURISHING

Virtue jurisprudence has the power to highlight important and overlooked axes along which police influence civilian flourishing. Notably, these axes will be plausible to many who do not recognize an affinity for the virtues at all. To identify these axes, we will briefly consider the relationship between the law and civilian flourishing. Despite significant space for disagreement on how best to conceptualize that relationship, it is notable how far we can get with basic and uncontroversial assumptions. More specifically, a barebones commitment to strong virtue jurisprudence will supply us with three plausible, core propositions about the role of

\(^{62}\) For an introduction to the moral commitments underlying different strands of political liberalism, see generally Gerald Gaus et al., Liberalism, STAN. ENCYC. PHIL. (Jan. 22, 2018), https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/liberalism/#DebAboLib [https://perma.cc/73Z4-QSZX].

\(^{63}\) Indeed, the Aristotelian roots of virtue ethics predate its Thomistic turn, as well as Christianity itself. For more on the relationship between Aristotle’s ethics and Thomas Aquinas’, see Ralph McInerny & John O’Callaghan, Saint Thomas Aquinas, STAN. ENCYC. PHIL. (May 23, 2014), https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aquinas/ [https://perma.cc/L5NX-KC8E].

\(^{64}\) For instance, Monica Bell describes the concept of anomie and the possibility that “the purpose of the legal system is to create a cohesive and inclusive society.” See Bell, Legal Estrangement, supra note 1, at 2083–85.

\(^{65}\) See LAW, VIRTUE & JUSTICE (Amalia Amaya & Ho Hock Lai eds., 2013).

\(^{66}\) See supra text accompanying notes 46–49.
the law in a virtue-centered society. Together, this trio of propositions establishes a virtue-centered base that provides a clear and compelling frame for assessing American policing.

A. Three Assumptions About the Role of the Law in a Flourishing Community

By hypothesis, strong virtue jurisprudence offers us the first of our three assumptions about the role of the law right out of the gate: (1) the legal system is an instrument for supporting the virtue-centered flourishing of its subjects.67 By definition, we must accept this premise in applying strong virtue jurisprudence. The second and third assumptions follow closely behind, derived from the most basic interpretation of how the law fulfills its instrumental role. More specifically, we can identify a pair of fundamental yet distinct roles for the law in promoting human flourishing, each supplying us with one further core assumption.

At one level, mere survival of a legal system’s subjects does not entail flourishing, but it is a precondition; flourishing is not available to the dead, nor to those who constantly suffer serious harm. Thus, flourishing requires stable access to biological necessities, such as food, water, shelter, safety, and medical treatment.68 Our second assumption about the law, therefore, is: (2) the legal system should ensure access to the biological necessities that constitute the preconditions to flourishing.

Beyond reasonably consistent access to necessities—to ensure the capacity of civilians to sustain themselves—flourishing also requires opportunities for the populace to experience fulfillment and develop themselves morally.69 Accordingly, the third core assumption concerns the more difficult matter of how the law serves

67 Farrelly & Solum, supra note 26, at 2.
69 See supra text accompanying notes 51–55. Such opportunities might be pegged to family, work, leisure, or other means. Fundamentally, although conditions of desperation may offer some of the starkest opportunities to demonstrate virtue, they broadly encourage vice and are therefore hardly conducive to encouraging flourishing. See Janani Umamaheswar, “Changing the Channel”: Hybrid Masculinity in a Men’s Prison, 1 INCARCERATION 1 (2020).
these moral ends. There are a variety of possible answers here, keyed to different assumptions about how paternalistic the law should be. Let us bracket those difficult questions, which are sure to divide different ideologies, and instead select a much less controversial—and theoretically prior—premise: (3) at minimum, the law should not make us morally worse. Whatever we think of the law’s affirmative role in molding our moral constitution, a virtue theorist should minimally accept that the law operates counterproductively—even perversely—if it instills vice in its subjects.

This set of propositions represents the most barebones package of commitments entailed by strong virtue jurisprudence: (1) the law plays an instrumental role, according to which it should (2) provide for the preconditions to virtue-centered flourishing and (3) avoid operating in a way that systematically makes us morally worse people. These three propositions create a lens that we can turn toward any segment of the legal system. As the following analysis demonstrates, that lens highlights five distinct dimensions along which we should be especially interested in the performance of police.

B. The Special Role of Police in a Virtue-Centered Society

Whether they like it or not, American police hold significant power over the flourishing of American civilians. As currently configured, they form the most prominent point of contact between the law and the public, and they operate as

---

70 Although locating answers to these questions is not essential to this Article, it is plausible that a successful legal system would strike a balance between guiding the public toward moral improvement and permitting individuals the subjective satisfaction of exercising autonomy in favor of objectively suboptimal lives.


72 American policing has not historically been configured—whether well or poorly—to bring about virtue-centered flourishing. In fact, some argue that policing historically undermined such objectives deliberately, such as by operating primarily to preserve “racial and economic hierarchies.” Aya Gruber, Policing and “Bluelining,” 58 HOU. L. REV. 867, 881 (2020); see also Steven Greenhouse, How Police Unions Enable and Conceal Abuses of Power, NEW YORKER (June 18, 2020), https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/how-police-union-power-helped-increase-abuses [https://perma.cc/ST9C-7VTJ] (describing “two distinct genealogies for policing in the North and in the South,” the former socioeconomically oppressive and the latter racially oppressive). The analysis presented here highlights the dimensions of policing that carry special significance should we now assume (as I claim we should) that virtue-centered flourishing is a desirable goal.
perhaps the primary tool of the legal system. They are numerous, they are visible—often wearing distinctive uniforms, carrying weapons, and riding in marked vehicles—and they frequently engage with the public in their official capacities.

The prominence and power of police ensures their multifaceted influence over American civilians. The five subsections below explore different dimensions of that influence, each of which flows directly from the three assumptions derived above from the virtue framework. I will argue that evaluating police along these five dimensions provides sharp and powerful guidelines for assessing the necessity for reform, in addition to justifying certain threads of the policing literature and redirecting others.

1. Police Are Instruments of Civilian Flourishing

If the law is an instrument for promoting the virtue-centered flourishing of civilians—the first of our three assumptions derived from virtue jurisprudence—then the same is true of legal officers by extension. The police are therefore a tool to help communities thrive. The interests of police as private citizens, specifically as members of the very communities they police, are worth as much as the interests of anyone else. Their interests as police, however, are defined around and derived

---

73 The United States contains approximately “18,000 police jurisdictions, [which employ] almost 900,000 armed officers and 400,000 civilians.” Anthony O’Rourke et al., Disbanding Police Agencies, 121 COLUM. L. REV. 1327, 1331–32 (2021).


75 I use the term “community” loosely, to refer either to the civilians living within the jurisdiction of any given policing agency, or, more generally, to the broader public. In referring to the “community’s” view on any given issue, I do not mean to suggest that it is always an easy matter to discern a community’s preferences, or to identify who speaks for the community. Many communities face sharp internal disagreements about policy, which introduces practical difficulties that are impossible to overlook in enacting reform. Even so, such dynamics are no impediment to identifying the ideal structural relationship between police and the communities they purport to serve.

76 In some jurisdictions, police tend not to live in the communities where they work. See, e.g., David Cruz, A Majority of NYPD Officers Don’t Live in New York City, New Figures Show, GOTHAMIST (Aug. 8, 2020, 5:37 PM), https://gothamist.com/news/majority-nypd-officers-dont-live-new-york-city-new-figures-show [https://perma.cc/74UA-MKSD]. This might undermine police-community relations, but, as a structural matter, it also renders police resistance to community calls for change especially problematic. Notwithstanding their personal preferences, police who do not live in the communities where they work have a much weaker claim to opposing community-driven reforms.
from the interests of the community. The notion that police are instruments of their communities constitutes a relatively straightforward premise accepted even in many police manuals and public messaging campaigns. It often appears in scholarly work on policing as well. The virtue framework accounts for this premise in a plausible way, and it has some important implications. For one, as discussed above,
it provides clear guidelines for assessing the efficacy of a legal system.82 Moreover, when interpreted in the context of any given system of governance, this assumption generates an understanding of who should retain the power to calibrate police (and the law more generally).83

2. Policing Implicates Physical Safety and Health, Basic Preconditions of Human Flourishing

Beyond the structure of their relationship to civilians, police are directly implicated in societal flourishing in several primary ways. First and foremost, their mandate typically focuses on protecting the safety and health of civilians from certain harms, especially certain physical, psychological, and property harms caused by other people (rather than natural forces).84 This is arguably a basic community need,85 and a natural precondition of virtue-centered flourishing.86 There are other models for providing this sort of security,87 but policing predominates. As a result, treatment by the police, and a proper measure of self-respect will justify resentment of deviations from that standard. Id. at 234–37.

By contrast, it is never appropriate for the police to harbor animosity toward the community. As instruments of the community, their obligations extend to all civilians, whether hostile or friendly. Police retaliation against members of the community is categorically inappropriate, albeit not uncommon. See, e.g., Julienne Cuba, Bad Cop, Bad Cop: NYPD Threatens Tipster for Filing 311 Complaints About Illegal Parking, STREETS.BLOG NYC (Oct. 18, 2021), https://nyc.streetsblog.org/2021/10/18/bad-cop-bad-cop-nypd-threatens-tipster-for-filing-311-complaints-about-illegal-parking/ [https://perma.cc/NBC8-ASQ8]. It may be difficult for individual officers to suppress vindictive impulses, but that is each police officer’s cross to bear. See generally infra Section II.A (discussing police responses to criticism). Similarly, police who divide the members of their communities into “victims” and “criminals”—who see their job only as protecting the former from the latter—have lost their bearings. See, e.g., Levin, supra note 1, at 1351. The moral influence of the law and its officers is especially important for those implicated in (particularly malum in se) offenses.

82 See supra Section II.A.
83 See infra text accompanying notes 126–30.
85 See Stoughton, supra note 1, at 2186. See generally ROBERT NOZICK, ANARCHY, STATE & UTOPIA (1973) (arguing that “protective associations” devoted to this very purpose would organically develop among groups of people seeking to coexist cooperatively).
86 See supra text accompanying note 68.
87 Traditional policing is not the only mechanism for ensuring such a sense of physical security. See, e.g., Amaka Okechukwu, Watching and Seeing: Recovering Abolitionist Possibilities in Black Community Practices of Safety and Security, 18 DU BOIS REV. 153 (2021), https://www.cambridge.org/core/
one salient metric for assessing the efficacy of the police in supporting societal flourishing is their success rate in keeping the public safe from such harms, either preventatively or by catching those responsible after the fact.  

Additionally, if the prevention of certain harms is a precondition for virtue-centered flourishing, then police affirmatively undermine such flourishing when they impose those very harms themselves—such as by killing, brutalizing, or otherwise harming civilians. Police forces that function well as cultivators of virtue would therefore be effective at preventing health- and safety-related harms, as well as sparing in directly causing those harms.

### 3. Police Condition Virtuous and Vicious Behavior Through Their Commands to Civilians

Virtue jurisprudence distinguishes itself from other moral frameworks most clearly in its sensitivity to the power of police to inculcate virtue or vice in the public. Early scholars of the virtues recognized the law’s capacity to guide the public toward right action, even if the primary motivation for much legal compliance is self-interest or habit. For the law to operate in this fashion, it must be calibrated to discourage morally-objectionable behavior and encourage morally-desirable behavior. If the law is poorly calibrated in this respect, it may guide us away from virtue and toward vice. Although legislators and judges hold primary, respective dominion over the proper calibration of statutory and common law, police issue millions of targeted commands to civilians in the course of their daily work.

---

88 See Shima Baradaran Baughman, *How Effective Are Police? The Problem of Clearance Rates and Criminal Accountability*, 72 ALA. L. REV. 47, 48 (2020). Solving crime and deterring crime are likely linked. Research on deterrence has consistently found that certainty of apprehension has a clearer dissuasive effect than severity of punishment, and the subjective perception of one’s likelihood of apprehension plausibly stands to increase with higher rates of crime-solving. See Daniel S. Nagin, *Deterrence in the Twenty-First Century*, 42 CRIME & JUST. 199, 201-02 (2013). Crime-solving also implicates the morally-instructive value of policing activity. To cultivate even a habitual respect for the law, the police must successfully pursue those responsible for its most serious violations.

89 See supra notes 56–57.


91 It is no objection that there will of course be some disagreement about what conduct is virtuous and what conduct is vicious. Much of the analysis that follows draws on the most basic and uncontroversial moral premises to minimize the relevance of inevitable disagreements, especially those that arise at the margins.
demands to civilians,92 and they do so from a distinctive position as the most visible and (arguably) most influential legal officials.

A third dimension of police influence over civilian flourishing—perhaps the most concerted form of virtue cultivation engaged in by police—thus arises from the collective weight of their countless daily “retail” commands issued to civilians.93 Police commands to civilians—to stop walking, to kneel, to keep their hands visible—are among the most pointed and personalized demands of the law that many of us ever face.94 Additionally, unlike generic statutory commands, which are enforced after the fact (if at all), police commands extract our compliance in the moment by the direct threat of coercion at the hands of an armed agent of the state. Not only do these commands come with the presumption of compliance, but they also shape civilian attitudes toward authority and test civilian reactions to coercion and duress. The nature of these demands—whether they are necessary, frequent, threatening, lawful, or made in bad faith—is exceptionally important in shaping the virtues and vices manifested by the public in compliance and in noncompliance.

Notably, unlike other officials who issue personalized legal demands, such as judges who make rulings in criminal matters, police often issue their orders on the fly, in scenarios where they feel threatened, and in the absence of witnesses or other safeguards that render the encounter visible to the broader public.95 These structural features conduce to improper legal demands issued by police.96 The same structural features also contribute to the heavy circumstantial pressure to submit to police demands—

92 Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 935. NYPD officers used to stop hundreds of thousands of civilians annually under New York City’s “stop and frisk” program. See 2011 NYPD Stop and Frisk Statistics, supra note 11.

93 Some scholars distinguish between “wholesale” and “retail” commands of the law, where wholesale commands are broad and generic (such as prohibitions contained in statutes), and retail commands are directed at specific subjects of the law (such as the targeted orders of the police or individualized sentencing decisions). William A. Edmundson, The Virtue of Law Abidance, 6 PHILOSOPHER’S IMPRINT 1, 2 (2006). I adopt that distinction as well.

94 It bears acknowledging that incarcerated populations face frequent, pointed demands at the hands of correctional officers, a subject that warrants its own dedicated exploration. See Janani Umamaheswar, ‘Suppression on Top of Oppression’: A Symbolic Interactionist Perspective on the Affective Experience of Incarceration, 61 BRIT. J. CRIMINOLOGY 1107, 1114 (2021).

95 These sorts of transparency considerations help to explain recent interest in equipping police with body cameras. See Candice Norwood, Body Cameras Are Seen as Key to Police Reform. But Do They Increase Accountability?, PBS (June 25, 2020, 4:41 PM), https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/body-cameras-are-seen-as-key-to-police-reform-but-do-they-increase-accountability [https://perma.cc/2NJL-WYRT].

96 See supra notes 10–11.
even when they are unreasonable or patently unjust. In short, it is usually *prima facie* prudent to comply with police demands even if the demands issue from a place of bias or prejudice. In a society that takes seriously the possibility that the law may condition vice, the police would be especially careful about the circumstances, tenor, and purpose attending the orders they issue to civilians.

4. **Policing Practices Express Important Propositions on Behalf of the State**

The conditioning effect of retail commands is not the only way that police may instill vice in the public. As government agents, police—especially high-ranking police officials—have access to nonpublic data about civilians and speak with authority on behalf of the state itself. At times, they draw on that authority to speak to matters that bear on community flourishing, such as the relative trustworthiness—or even moral worth—of subsets of the community. Patterns in policing practices also reveal state priorities and, at minimum, the state’s implicit endorsement of the various factual premises needed to justify those practices. For example, if police consistently target specific communities for law enforcement with more vigor than others, they imply (when they do not outright state) the state’s acceptance of the proposition that those communities deserve greater scrutiny. Such propositions may be especially persuasive among those who regard the police favorably; but they remain powerful and potentially corrosive even among audiences who are not receptive to them. For instance, these messages can be alienating to those who are over-targeted for enforcement, and who view them as suggestive of their diminished

---

97 Indeed, officers possess the power to use force against civilians they perceive—even incorrectly—as refusing to submit to police authority. See Alice Ristroph, *The Constitution of Police Violence*, 64 UCLA L. REV. 1182, 1185 (2017).

98 See infra Section I.I.D.


100 See Webster et al., “*They Saw Me and Thought the Worst,*” PROPUBLICA (Sept. 24, 2021, 5:00 AM), https://www.propublica.org/article/ across-the-parish-line [https://perma.cc/4L7V-33GM] (quoting a former sheriff of Jefferson Parish, Louisiana, as stating that his plan to address violent crime was “only stopping Black people”).

101 For example, if white members of the community deeply respect the police but officers inappropriately target people of color for law enforcement, white civilians may infer that their heavily-policed neighbors are in fact worthy of greater suspicion and mistrust. See infra notes 255–60 and accompanying text.
status in the eyes of law enforcement more generally.\(^\text{102}\) Such propositions have serious implications for the attitudes that members of the community take toward each other and toward the law itself.\(^\text{103}\)

5. Police Influentially Model Virtue and Vice

Finally, beyond the power of the police to cultivate virtue directly through their commands, and to express propositions of moral significance on behalf of the state, police stand to influence attitudes toward virtue (and toward the law generally) by their comportment and general reputation. The legal system cannot consistently nudge civilians toward moral improvement if its officials routinely model vice; but the coercive authority and salience of police in representing the state\(^\text{104}\) establish an outsized role for police in modeling various dispositions to the public. In many respects, the police personify the law;\(^\text{105}\) public attitudes toward the police thus stand to bear disproportionately on public attitudes toward the law more generally.\(^\text{106}\) Whether the public perceives the police as devoted public servants\(^\text{107}\) or as racist oppressors\(^\text{108}\) is of paramount importance in determining the public’s attitude toward

---

\(^{102}\) See Bell, Legal Estrangement, supra note 1, at 2066.


\(^{104}\) I use the term “state” generically to refer to a governing authority with meaningful jurisdiction over a person. Most law enforcement officers operate under state rather than federal authority. CONNOR BROOKS, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, NCJ 251922, Federal Law Enforcement Officers, 2016—Statistical Tables (2019), https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/pub/pdf/fleol6st.pdf [https://perma.cc/D5FS-C623]. But it is not necessary for present purposes to distinguish the attitudes of civilians toward state and federal government.


\(^{108}\) See, e.g., Huey P. Newton, Executive Mandate No. 1: Statement by the Minister of Defense, in ESSAYS FROM THE MINISTER OF DEFENSE 17–18 (1968).
the law and toward their own (and their compatriots’) compliance with it. The police must themselves demonstrate virtue in their official capacities.

One could instead arrive at the same conclusion through weak virtue jurisprudence. Rather than accepting that the function of the law is to facilitate virtue-centered flourishing among the community, one might think only that the virtues provide a useful mechanism for itemizing and elucidating the professional duties of police officers, just as they help to illuminate the duties of judges and lawyers. Whichever basis we select—or even if we rely on both at once—the result is similar: we should be able to interpret the professional obligations of the police in terms of the virtues. As noted above, there is no philosophical consensus on the complete canon of the virtues. But it should nevertheless be possible to identify a series of relatively uncontroversial qualities that the state’s armed law enforcement officials ought to manifest, whether those qualities stand alone as distinct virtues or constitute component parts of other virtues. We might call these qualities “role virtues”—professional obligations, modeled on uncontroversial moral virtues and bearing instrumental value for the realization of moral virtue by the beneficiaries of the legal system.

For judges, scholars have focused on qualities such as courage, temperament, intelligence, and wisdom, as well as justice and humility. For lawyers,
candidate virtues might include compassion, discipline, courage, perseverance, prudence, and practical wisdom, among others. For police, a plausible list of virtues would include, at minimum, benevolence, courage, fairness or justice, wisdom or intelligence, honesty or integrity, accountability, and humility. It may be possible to reconfigure or re-describe some of these qualities, but they all relate to important elements of police work, and they all appropriately mirror more general qualities that a flourishing populace would manifest as well.

In the context of policing, benevolence characterizes the orientation of an officer toward the members of the community he polices—a desire to promote their flourishing rather than to undermine it. Courage in law enforcement extends not just to bravery in the face of the genuine dangers police may face—an officer cannot be trusted to keep the community safe if he routinely flees when its members are in danger—but also to confronting or reporting misconduct by other officers. Fairness or justice relates, at minimum, to the officer’s capacity to draw on his authority in an evenhanded manner, suppressing or eliminating whatever biases might lead him to treat members of the community differently for morally irrelevant reasons. Wisdom or intelligence jointly speak to an officer’s base of knowledge—of the community and of the law he is to enforce—and his judgment in how to balance the competing demands of his professional duties and the needs of the community. Honesty or integrity implicate an officer’s resistance to corruption—to perjury and the falsification of evidence, for example, or to the pursuit of suspects in bad faith. Finally, humility in the context of policing refers to an officer’s understanding that he is entrusted with distinctive and significant powers in his role as an instrument of the community, rather than for his own benefit.

We might additionally consider lawfulness an important trait in the police. Many theorists regard some form of lawfulness as a virtue generally. Elsewhere, I have argued that an emphasis on lawfulness among civilians is misguided if the law


120 Some scholars treat wisdom and intelligence as separate virtues, capturing different dimensions of mental capacity. See Solum, *Judging*, supra note 34, at 191–94.


itself is sufficiently inequitable. Police are positioned distinctively vis-à-vis the law, however. Because police operate as the personification of legal authority, and as the primary tools to enforce law-compliance among civilians, there is an internal tension between policing and law-breaking. If police routinely break the law, especially in self-interested or harmful ways, there is no serious hope of the populace respecting the law either.

Put another way, it should be safe to assume that an officer is deficient in some important respect if he is aggressive or cruel, cowardly, prejudiced or otherwise unjust, ignorant or weak in judgment, dishonest, lacking in integrity, arrogant, or prone to breaking the law. And if there is evidence that these qualities are widespread among police, that would suggest the need for significant change, as widespread vice (or role-vice) among the police would substantially undermine their efficacy in important respects, including their power to model the virtues and inspire respect for the law. As the next Section documents, these vices are disturbingly widespread among American police.

III. VICIOUS POLICING

Let us take stock. Virtue-centered analysis underscores five key axes along which we might take a special interest in assessing the configuration of policing. First, police are instruments of the legal system, whose efficacy can be assessed by its effects on the flourishing of the community. Second, through their near-monopoly on the legitimate use of force, police exercise significant control over key preconditions to such flourishing: physical safety and health. Third, police can “train” civilians into virtuous or vicious dispositions by their power and propensity to issue forceful demands to compliance. Fourth, through explicit statements and through patterns in their conduct, police express propositions of moral importance on behalf of the state itself. Fifth, and finally, as the personification of the law, police can influence civilian dispositions toward the law (and toward the virtues and vices more generally) by modeling morally desirable and undesirable traits. Notably,

123 See id. at 247–49.


125 Police agencies in fact recognize this at some level, often reproducing some conception of the importance of officers modeling moral conduct through prohibitions on “conduct unbecoming an officer.” See, e.g., ST. PAUL POLICE DEP'T, Conduct Unbecoming a Peace Officer, in SAINT PAUL POLICE MANUAL § 230.13 (2017), https://www.stpaul.gov/books/23013-conduct-unbecoming-peace-officer [https://perma.cc/8PDT-XAQF].

126 Weak virtue jurisprudence leads to a similar conclusion. See infra Section IV.D.
the final three axes pertain to the capacity of police to cultivate virtue or vice, above and beyond their influence on physical safety and health.

These axes of police influence are summarized in Table 1 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Nature of Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural Axis</td>
<td>Concerns the nature of the relationship between police and the communities they purport to serve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Axis</td>
<td>Concerns the extent to which police support or undermine the physical security and well-being of civilians in the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coercive Axis</td>
<td>Concerns the extent to which police condition civilians toward virtue or vice via demands for compliance backed by their legal authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressive Axis</td>
<td>Concerns the extent to which the conduct of police expresses powerful moral propositions on behalf of the state that support or undermine civilian flourishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling Axis</td>
<td>Concerns the extent to which police, as prominent legal officials, model virtues and vices themselves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of these five axes reflects an important dimension for assessing the effects of policing, but, collectively, they paint a comprehensive picture of what is so troubling about American policing. Each allows us to isolate distinctive and important ways in which American policing is suboptimal or outright vicious—some that are obvious but in search of a theoretical basis for condemnation, and others that have largely flown under the radar.

I will argue that American policing is poorly configured or seriously deficient on each of these five axes. To motivate these conclusions, I adopt five basic moral premises for assessing police performance, one for each of the five axes of police influence. Each of these five premises is also independently plausible—so plausible that I claim the entire set should each be acceptable to most readers, regardless of one’s preferred moral framework. In fact, these premises are likely to be widely shared (if often unarticulated), forming the basis for common intuitions about policing that underpin key contours of the reform literature. Although it may be possible to re-describe some of these premises without reference to the virtues,
important elements may be lost in translation. Additionally, by anchoring these premises in the virtue framework, all five spring harmoniously from a unified, theoretical base. I elaborate on each below and organize them in Table 2 for simplicity.

The first moral premise is that, in any reasonably democratic society, the calibration of the instruments of community flourishing falls to the members of that community. Second, because police are entrusted with maintaining a key element of civilian safety and health, they ought to be proficient at that task, and not responsible for substantial, counterproductive harms of the exact sort they are tasked with preventing. Third, in a properly-calibrated legal system, compliance with the law should not be vicious, and should not generally condition vice. Fourth, police officials should not generally express—and policing practices should not imply—false or vicious propositions, especially on matters that bear substantially on community flourishing. Fifth, and finally, legal officials should consistently model virtue—or, minimally, should not consistently model vice.

Each of these premises provides a floor—a minimum standard that civilians should be able to expect from police—for assessing American policing on the five axes identified above. This floor sets the stage for identifying a range of deficiencies embedded in American policing. But, as the following will make clear, the causes of these deficiencies may vary. Some misconduct indisputably implicates the individual

127 For instance, the notion that animates the final three axes is that the law operates counterproductively in an important respect if it functions to make us morally worse people. It is difficult to capture that idea as naturally or fully if we leave behind the virtues.

128 For an example of a police-reform argument that offers plausible but independent moral premises, see Simonson, supra note 1. For a brief discussion of Simonson’s premises, see supra note 4.

129 This is especially important—and difficult to reject—when there is strong evidence that policing practices do, in fact, undermine civilian flourishing and therefore require amendment.

130 An obvious corollary of this premise is that police operate counterproductively when they affirmatively undermine the security of the community. The virtue framework suggests that police also operate counterproductively—against the broader aims of the legal system—when they condition, express or model vice.

131 As noted above, this proposition carries special significance to the context of demands issued by police officers, which are accompanied by unusually strong pressure to comply. See supra Section I.B.iii.

132 Such matters include the relative importance and moral standing of different groups within the community.

133 Police are not the only legal officials who may struggle on this front, of course. See generally, e.g., Alan Z. Rozenshtein, The Virtuous Executive (Oct. 18, 2021) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author) (applying virtue analysis to the presidency).
moral failings of specific police officers. Other deficiencies may also reflect training shortfalls, the institutional culture of police departments, broader structural factors, or political inaction. In providing a novel framing for policing deficiencies, virtue analysis also highlights the importance of further research to individuate the causes of certain underappreciated deficiencies in policing. Additionally, although police conduct can implicate more than one of these five premises at once, each premise identifies a distinctive form of harm.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axis</th>
<th>Moral Premise</th>
<th>Nature of Harm if Violated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural Axis</td>
<td>As instruments of the community in a relatively democratic system, police should be reasonably responsive to community-driven reform efforts, especially when evidence shows police often undermine civilian flourishing</td>
<td>Structural: undermines the assumption that the law should be instrumental to civilian flourishing (Assumption 1 from Section II(A))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Axis</td>
<td>As the legal officials primarily entrusted with maintaining a key dimension of civilian security and health, police should be effective at that task—and they should not generally harm civilian security and health</td>
<td>Basic: undermines the assumption that the law should provide basic preconditions to civilian flourishing (Assumption 2 from Section II(A))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coercive Axis</td>
<td>As the source of a huge proportion of the legal system’s retail demands, police should not issue orders to civilians that it would be vicious to comply with, or that collectively cultivate vice in their targets</td>
<td>Moral: undermines the assumption that the law should not make us morally worse people (Assumption 3 from Section II(A))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressive Axis</td>
<td>As officials who prominently bear the authority to speak on behalf of the state, police should not generally express (explicitly or implicitly) false or vicious propositions, especially on matters that bear on civilian flourishing</td>
<td>Moral: undermines the assumption that the law should not make us morally worse people (Assumption 3 from Section II(A))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling Axis</td>
<td>As officials who personify the law itself, police should generally model virtue; at minimum, they should not consistently and prominently model vice</td>
<td>Moral: undermines the assumption that the law should not make us morally worse people (Assumption 3 from Section II(A))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. The Structural Axis: American Police Forces Often Usurp Communities’ Democratic Pride of Place and Demonstrate Hostility to Community Control

Police are an instrument of civilian well-being. In any reasonably democratic system, civilians possess significant control over any apparatus of the state with significant implications for their well-being.136 This observation provides a point of contact between the virtues and democratic theory.137 I will not endorse any particular conception of democracy here; it is sufficient for present purposes to observe that, on an instrumental account of the law, the very concept of democratic self-governance provides for sharp limitations on the appropriate scale of police resistance to community-driven modifications to police authority, budgets, equipment, pay, disciplinary protocols, transparency, and so forth. Police may—and often do—publicly make the case that proposed changes will harm their ability to support the community,138 but the ultimate determination is not for them to make. As members of the community themselves, police may also take a natural and appropriate interest in the health of the community and in proposed changes to their jobs that may affect their safety, their conditions of employment, their compensation, and so forth. They may also be better positioned than laypeople in the community to assess the likely effects of various reforms, although their opinions on that front may also be distorted by self-interest.139 Too much community control over police

136 Even in an autocratic society, it would not follow that police agencies—rather than a centralized governmental authority with its own conception of community flourishing—should determine the ideal configuration of police power and responsibility.

137 Some scholars, like Jocelyn Simonson, may favor adopting democratic theory over the virtues as a moral frame for assessing policing. That approach entails certain tradeoffs best explored in another venue. Democratic theory could well offer support for significant police reform, but the analysis it produces will take a very different form.

138 For example, police officials sometimes testify publicly about pending reform legislation. See, e.g., Dhruv Mehrotra et al., DC Police Tried To Fire 24 Current Officers for ‘Criminal Offenses.’ A Powerful Panel Blocked Nearly Every One, Documents Show., REVEAL NEWS (Dec. 18, 2021), https://revealnews.org/article/dc-police-tried-to-fire-24-current-officers-for-criminal-offenses/?fbclid=IwAR04Bxy-3biEOtNxsl1MiA_FFqSthwNEoC8GO6vXeW326YsTONHw44BoZ3XI [https://perma.cc/6MR9-524D].

agencies might lead to exploitation of officers whereas too little entails police usurpation of the community’s role in configuring its own legal system.\footnote{140} Although both ends of that spectrum are suboptimal, the structural tie-breaker falls to civilians.\footnote{141}

Despite routinely acknowledging their obligation to serve communities,\footnote{142} police—especially through their unions—consistently oppose civilian-driven reforms.\footnote{143} Indeed, police groups have a history of resisting civilian oversight,\footnote{144} and they remain deeply involved in lobbying against policy changes aimed at reconfiguring American policing.\footnote{145} The consequences of those efforts might matter less if police groups were driven by an assiduous (if paternalistic) commitment to promoting their own understanding of societal flourishing—especially if those efforts involved unobjectionable campaigns to get the public on board.\footnote{146} It would be structurally inappropriate for police to impose their own view of community flourishing on civilians, but the consequences of that resistance would vary from case to case.

\footnote{140} In fact, beyond their structural implications, police unions play powerful expressive and modeling functions. See infra Sections III.D–E.

\footnote{141} Fortunately, virtue jurisprudence helps to identify the policing practices that harm community flourishing and that require modification. See infra Section IV.D.

\footnote{142} See supra notes 77–79 and accompanying text.

\footnote{143} See generally Levin, supra note 1 (exploring, inter alia, police union resistance to civilian-driven reform). A recent study of the NYPD found that officers deploy their discretion selectively to curate complaints from residents, amplifying complaints made to them and “smoothing” or minimizing complaints about them. Tony Cheng, The Cumulative Discretion of Police over Community Complaints, 127 Am. J. Socio. 1782, 1787–88 (2022).


\footnote{146} Broadwater & Edmondson, supra note 145. Notably, much of this lobbying has been undertaken quietly, id., and therefore not with the aim of persuading policed communities that reform proposals are misguided.
to case. It is conceivable, after all, that civilians might also sometimes advocate for ineffective or counterproductive reforms.\footnote{One can imagine a bigoted majority in a community that asks police to ignore crime against a certain set of victims, or a well-meaning community that makes erroneous judgments about the most effective way to configure policing. Importantly, however, the structural axis does not rest on claims about who is best positioned to assess the needs of virtue-centered flourishing; it asserts a purely relational claim about the subordinate status of legal officers in a democratic society.}

But competing visions of community flourishing do not adequately explain police opposition to reform. Police unions prioritize the interests of police, not the interests of the community—indeed, that is their very purpose.\footnote{Levin, supra note 1, at 1359–60.} Much of their work at opposing reform takes place behind the scenes, rather than as a visible and concerted effort to persuade the public.\footnote{Broadwater & Edmondson, supra note 145.} Further, if unions serve to limit employers in the private sector, they serve to limit communities in the public sector.\footnote{For a broader discussion of public-sector unions, see Levin, supra note 1, at 1354–68.} Thus, a great deal of police opposition to reform is anchored in their own self-interest and comes, by definition, at community expense.\footnote{Multiple studies have linked police union protections with police violence against civilians. See Abdul N. Rad, Police Institutions and Police Abuse: Evidence from the US (Apr. 23, 2018) (M.A. thesis, University of Oxford), https://ora.ox.ac.uk/objects/uuid:d251393e-53e0-4c5e-a0ab-323b49768de2/download_file?file_format=pdf&safe_filename=Police%2Binstitutions%2Band%2BPolice%2BAbuse%2B-%2BEvidence%2Bfrom%2Bthe%2BUK%2B-%2BThesis.pdf&type_of_work=Thesis [https://perma.cc/DP5C-TAS6]; Dhammika Dharmapala et al., Collective Bargaining Rights and Police Misconduct: Evidence from Florida, 30 J.L. ECON. & Org. 1 (2020).} Of course, advocates of reform should acknowledge that police are members of communities too; like any other worker, they can be exploited or mistreated, which would harm their own personal welfare and that of their families. Indeed, the history of police unions suggests this may have been a more widespread problem before the early 20th century.\footnote{Fisk & Richardson, supra note 1, at 734.} But the virtue framework makes clear that the self-interest of police—either qua police or qua civilians who happen to go to work as police—cannot justify significant deficits in civilian flourishing more broadly, especially if those deficits are \textit{caused by} an arm of the legal system that purports to promote community well-being.\footnote{See infra Section II.B.}

There is an uneasy tension here; it is difficult to identify an obvious limitation on the power of police unions (or police agencies more generally) to ensure that this
give-and-take remains within a reasonable range. But it is noteworthy that, for a variety of reasons that include their forceful union representation, police generally operate under greater protections than most private-sector employees. Moreover, as others have observed, police are sui generis among public-sector workers. Their distinctive role in sustaining community flourishing, tied in large part to their cultural prominence and their power over civilians, carries a unique propensity to generate conflict between their employment-related demands and the interests of their communities. Their role also gives them unusual leverage to extract concessions from the communities they serve, including the power to run a “protection racket.”

If some measure of self-interested police advocacy is consistent with the virtue framework, forgetfulness about their instrumental role and contempt for civilian control is not. It may well be that the former inevitably leads to the latter. There are numerous instances of police groups across the country arrogating for themselves a primary rather than instrumental role, such as by attempting to place themselves on the same footing as protected classes within the community. Police groups have attempted proposed solutions to this specific problem, such as by modifying collective bargaining procedures, see Fisk & Richardson, supra note 1, at 783–89, or limiting “the range of subjects over which police unions can bargain,” Greenhouse, supra note 72. These changes may prove beneficial, but alone they are unlikely to resolve the problems identified here. See infra Section IV.D.

Fisk & Richardson, supra note 1, at 718–19. Indeed, the comportment of police unions has made other unions uncomfortable. See Greenhouse, supra note 72.

See, e.g., Rushin, Disciplinary Appeals, supra note 1, at 593.

See Dharmapala et al., supra note 151.


often show open disdain for legislative processes \(^{161}\) and elected officials, \(^{162}\) and even retaliate against the families of politicians they see as insufficiently supportive of their interests. \(^{163}\) Many bristle at criticism from the community, \(^{164}\) as if they are entitled by default to deference and respect. \(^{165}\) To express dissatisfaction with incoherent to designate offenses against police as “hate crimes”; because of the subservient relationship of police to the community, such offenses are not in any meaningful way analogous to an offense based on the victim’s race, sex, gender, sexual orientation, or other such quality. Indeed, as noted above, hatred of police can be morally appropriate. See \textit{supra} note 81. That does not mean that violence against police is easily justified, but rather that a virtuous populace can (and sometimes must) manifest a range of negative attitudes toward law enforcement officers.


\(^{162}\) See Graham Rayman et al., \textit{Hundreds of NYPD Cops Turn Backs to de Blasio in Protest as He Speaks at Funeral for Slain Officer Miosotis Familia}, N.Y. DAILY NEWS (July 11, 2017, 9:38 PM), https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/scores-nypd-cops-turn-backs-de-blasio-officer-funeral-article-1.3318292 [https://perma.cc/DC8H-4Q94].

\(^{163}\) When the daughter of New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio was arrested at a protest following the police murder of George Floyd, the Sergeants Benevolent Association departed from their typical practice to tweet an internal report with her private information, earning a suspension of their Twitter account. Dana Rubinstein & Jeffrey C. Mays, \textit{Police Union Discloses Arrest of de Blasio’s Daughter in Privacy Breach}, N.Y. TIMES (June 1, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/01/nyregion/chiara-de-blasio-arrest.html [https://perma.cc/A4N5-7CVH].

\(^{164}\) As Benjamin Levin observes, police unions frequently make clear that they are “open to no critique.” Levin, \textit{supra} note 1, at 1351. That attitude carries over to police work. For example, officers from varied agencies across the country notoriously mishandled the BLM protests in the wake of the police murder of George Floyd, at least in part because “the protests pitted demonstrators against officers who became defensive and emotional in the face of criticism.” Kim Baker et al., \textit{In City After City, Police Mishandled Black Lives Matter Protests}, N.Y. TIMES (June 28, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/28/us/protests-policing-george-floyd.html [https://perma.cc/3KWM-HD3K].

\(^{165}\) Indeed, studies show that police are more likely to mistreat civilians whom they perceive as rude. See Justin Nix et al., \textit{Demeanor, Race, and Police Perceptions of Procedural Justice: Evidence from Two
political leaders or to retaliate for criticism they face from the public, police agencies across the country have engaged in work slowdowns—declining to respond to calls or make arrests. These examples demonstrate conduct that clearly falls below the floor set by the moral premise associated with the structural axis. In many instances, police unions appear to have almost completely inverted the ideal structural relationship between police agencies and their communities. Indeed, some police union behavior is so extreme that its effects extend beyond the structural axis. This final point eludes traditional analyses of police unions, which lack the vocabulary to explain the additional harms embedded in the hostility that prominent police groups often show toward civilians.

In sum, despite commonly acknowledging their role in serving the community, police groups and agencies routinely and steadfastly resist civilian control and accountability.

Randomized Experiments, 34 JUST. Q. 1154 (2017); see also, e.g., J. Edward Moreno, NY Police Union Head Rails Against Legislators, Media for 'Vilifying' Law Enforcement, THE HILL (June 9, 2020, 4:20 PM), https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/501899-ny-police-union-head-rails-against-legislators-media-for-vilifying-law [https://perma.cc/3FD6-VU7W]. This is such a prevalent phenomenon that it has a name: “contempt of cop.” Robin Stein et al., 71 Commands in 13 Minutes: Officers Gave Tyre Nichols Impossible Orders, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 29, 2023), https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/29/us/tyre-nichols-video-assault-cops.html [https://perma.cc/4U26-KZX4]. In fairness, however, some police union leaders have been more receptive to criticism. See, e.g., Christianna Silva, Fraternal Order of Police President: ‘We All Agree that We Need to Have Some Reform,’ NPR (June 10, 2020, 6:30 PM), https://www.npr.org/2020/06/10/873624473/fraternal-order-of-police-president-discusses-police-reforms [https://perma.cc/538E-ZADQ].


For example, Benjamin Levin has observed that police unions “brook[!] no compromise” and that their aggressive statements “rile[!] many scholars and activists.” See Levin, supra note 1, at 1351. But there is a deep moral significance to this conduct—a significance that remains hidden when we focus only on structural and security factors.
B. The Security Axis: American Police Are Ineffective at Ensuring the Safety and Health of Civilians, even as They Cause a Significant Amount of Harm Themselves

Police in the United States ostensibly operate primarily to keep members of the community safe from crime,169 at least now if not historically.170 It is therefore appropriate to consider how well police dissuade crime (ex-ante) or solve crime (ex-post). Selecting a precise and ascertainable metric for measuring police effectiveness on these fronts requires resolving several difficult questions,171 but the overall efficacy of American police appears poor. First, although it is likely that police have preempted some violence and death,172 the link between police manpower and crime is tenuous.173 Moreover, the preventative efforts of police—including many “proactive” approaches like “stop and frisk”—are widely regarded as ineffective.174

Additionally, and perhaps more striking, American police are quite bad at solving crime. Overall, police spend only a small portion of their time responding to reports of crime, and a smaller slice of that portion dealing with violent crime that poses the most acute threat to civilian safety and health.175 As Barry Friedman has recently observed, “most of what cops do is not crime fighting, even though that is primarily what they train for.”176 Further, the substantial majority of crime committed in the United States is never solved by police.177 One common metric for

169 See, e.g., N.Y.C. POLICE DEP’T, supra note 78. Most officer training time goes toward preparing police to use force or otherwise handle reports of crime. See Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 946–48.
170 See supra note 71.
171 For a discussion of these difficulties, see Baughman, supra note 88, at 55–56.
172 Bell, Black Security, supra note 22.
174 Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 974–75. For more on the narrow exception Friedman refers to—the efficacy of “hot spot policing”—see id. at 975.
175 Studies of American police have shown that they spend between .7% and 11% of their time on addressing crime, and between approximately 5% and 5.5% of their time on serious crime, depending on the nature of the community they police. In smaller areas, police may fall on the lower of that spectrum. See Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 949–50.
176 Id. at 954.
177 Baughman, supra note 88, at 88–89.
evaluating a police agency’s crime-solving success is its clearance rate.\textsuperscript{178} Although there are multiple ways of calculating clearance rates, a prominent formula adopted by the FBI ascertains the proportion of crimes reported to the police that are ultimately resolved ("cleared") in one of two specific ways: either by the arresting, charging, and referring a suspect to the courts for prosecution, or by other "exceptional means."\textsuperscript{179}

Clearance rates invite skepticism from observers because they are susceptible to manipulation.\textsuperscript{180} The rates themselves turn a great deal both on the timing of clearances and on how police agencies elect to classify reported offenses, and there is a long history of agencies massaging the numbers.\textsuperscript{181} Even according to their clearance rates, however, police take significant steps toward resolving only a small share of the crimes they investigate. One tally suggests that nationally, on average, American police tend to clear about 20–25% of the crimes that are reported to them.\textsuperscript{182} Another found that only 46% of "all violent crimes known to the police" were cleared in 2019, with the rate dropping below 18% for property crimes.\textsuperscript{183}

Recent data from New York City largely align with these numbers—with the partial exception of the NYPD’s self-reported murder clearance rates, which contain irregularities.\textsuperscript{184} The NYPD claim to clear substantially fewer than half of all

\textsuperscript{178} 1 \textit{THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF POLICE SCIENCE} 182 (Jack R. Greene ed., Routledge 3d ed. 2007).

\textsuperscript{179} Baughman, \textit{supra} note 88, at 57–58. Clearance by exceptional means occurs when police identify a suspect; gather enough evidence to arrest, charge, and refer the suspect for prosecution; and discern the location of the suspect so that her apprehension is possible; but ultimately fail to arrest, charge, or refer the suspect due to circumstances outside police control (such as the death of the suspect, the unavailability of the suspect due to extradition limitations, or the noncooperation of the victim). \textit{Id.} at 58. Some police agencies have been accused of misusing “exceptional means” clearances to boost their overall clearance rates. See Matthew Clarke, \textit{U.S. Murder Clearance Rates Among the Lowest in the World}, CRIM. LEGAL NEWS, Mar. 2018, at 22, https://www.criminallegalnews.org/news/2018/feb/16/us-murder-clearance-rates-among-lowest-world/ [https://perma.cc/8Z2X-9CRR].

\textsuperscript{180} Andrew D. Leipold, \textit{The Puzzle of Clearance Rates, and What They Can Tell Us About Crime, Police Reform, and Criminal Justice}, 56 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 47, 60 (2021); Baughman, \textit{supra} note 88, at 59. The salience of clearance rates also creates suboptimal incentives for police agencies. \textit{Id.} at 60.

\textsuperscript{181} For some examples, see Baughman, \textit{supra} note 88, at 62–65.

\textsuperscript{182} \textit{Id.} 88–89.

\textsuperscript{183} Leipold, \textit{supra} note 180, at 61.

\textsuperscript{184} See \textit{CLEARANCE REPORT, N.Y.C. POLICE DEP’T}, https://www1.nyc.gov/site/nypd/stats/reports-analysis/clearance.page [https://perma.cc/2PWM-XB5G] (last visited Feb. 13, 2023). More specifically, numerous entries for specific boroughs in the NYPD clearance spreadsheets from 2019-2022 report over a 100% clearance rate for murder—sometimes as high as 200%—which is obviously impossible and which stands to inflate the numbers erroneously. Although the true NYPD murder clearance rate is not
reported rapes and robberies; and they report a somewhat higher clearance rate—but still just over 50%—for aggravated assault. The NYPD clears property crimes (burglary, larceny, and motor vehicle theft) at much lower rates still, ranging from under 10% to approximately 30%. Notably, historical trends suggest that clearance rates have largely held steady over the last twenty years, despite increases in the per capita number of police over that time. Additionally, there is evidence that police are less effective at clearing even the most serious of crimes when the victims are people of color. One study of homicide investigations in Chicago found that police solved under half of murder cases with white victims, approximately one-third with Hispanic victims, and under one-quarter with Black victims. Another study found similar results in Indianapolis.

Even leaving racial inequities aside, these numbers are uninspiring. But there is reason to think that clearance rates substantially overstate police efficacy. First, they exclude the significant share of crime in the United States—perhaps more than half—that is never reported to police at all. Accounting for unreported crime drops national clearance rates to about 10%, although even that number may be generous. The FBI clearance formula also favorably accounts for instances where police refer a suspect who is never convicted. By contrast, a metric that accounts accessible through these data, it is worth noting that the reported rate is higher—sometimes much higher—than the rate reported by police in other major American cities. See REVIEW OF THE CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT’S HOMICIDE INVESTIGATION PROCESS, CHICAGO POLICE DEP’T 3 (Oct. 2019), https://home.chicagopolice.org/homicideclearancereport2019/ (documenting Chicago’s 2016 and 2017 murder clearance rates as less than half of New York’s, and showing that New York claims to do better than Los Angeles and much better than Philadelphia).

185 See N.Y.C. POLICE DEP’T, supra note 184.
186 See id.
187 Leipold, supra note 180, at 75. For a possible explanation, see id. at 80–86.
189 Id.
190 See Leipold, supra note 180, at 62.
191 Baughman, supra note 88, at 90.
192 Id.
193 See supra note 179.
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both for unreported crimes and for “favorable” prosecutorial outcomes finds that between 1% and 2% of total crimes result in convictions.\textsuperscript{194}

By including unreported crimes on the front end and convictions on the back end, these adjusted statistics include certain factors outside direct police control, such as prosecutorial performance.\textsuperscript{195} But they also account for important factors that clearance rates omit, such as the influence of police reputation on low reporting rates\textsuperscript{196} and many of the instances where police refer weak cases (or innocent parties) to prosecutors. Even without accounting for these factors, however, American police appear to perform poorly relative to their peers in other Western countries.\textsuperscript{197} This result has obvious implications for community safety,\textsuperscript{198} beyond its implications for the instructive value of the law. None of this undermines the value of the instances in which police successfully solve crime, but their limited efficacy plainly bears on calls for reform.

Additionally, police cause substantial harms to civilians, even along basic indices of health and safety best assessed as part of the security axis. American police have both the means\textsuperscript{199} and the broad legal authority\textsuperscript{200} to use force against civilians, paired with extremely limited civil\textsuperscript{201} and criminal liability.\textsuperscript{202} Even when police face

\textsuperscript{194} Baughman, supra note 88, at app. 1 tbl.6. Baughman analogizes these results to “the fire department only responding to two out of ten fires that are reported and only putting out the fire in two out of every 100 fires.” Id. at 106.

\textsuperscript{195} Id. at 69.

\textsuperscript{196} See id. at 82–83, 104–105.

\textsuperscript{197} Clarke, supra note 179. For instance, the United States lags developed nations from around the world in homicide clearance rates. See Marike Liem et al., Homicide Clearance in Western Europe, 16 EUR. J. CRIMINOLOGY 81, 82 (2018), https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1477370818764840.

\textsuperscript{198} See generally Nagin, supra note 88.

\textsuperscript{199} Like most countries, the United State routinely arms its police, though at least nineteen countries do not. See Mélissa Godin, What the U.S. Can Learn from Countries Where Cops Don’t Carry Guns, TIME (June 9, 2020, 6:18 AM), https://time.com/5854986/police-reform-defund-unarmed-guns/ [https://perma.cc/ 3DTR-9425].

\textsuperscript{200} Ristroph, supra note 97, at 1184–85; see also MICHELLE ALEXANDER, THE NEW JIM CROW 103 (2010).

\textsuperscript{201} Most notably, police benefit from broad protection under the doctrine of qualified immunity. See Devon W. Carbado, Blue-on-Black Violence: A Provisional Model of Some of the Causes, 104 GEO. L.J. 1479, 1519–22 (2016).

\textsuperscript{202} See supra note 11.
Jeffrey A. Goldstein

To grant police the authority to use force against civilians is to presume there may be cases where such force is necessary, such as to protect others in the community from imminent harm. But the routine reliance on force directly undermines community well-being in ways beyond the obvious. In addition to harming the physical health of its victims, numerous studies have found that police violence is associated with detrimental mental health effects, among others, in the broader community. Because such violence is concentrated on communities of color, those communities disproportionately bear the psychological costs as

---

205 See U.S. COMM’N ON CIV. RTS., supra note 81, at 4.
206 See supra note 11.
207 Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 936.
208 I address the subject of virtue cultivation below, see infra Section III.C–E, but I suspect routine reliance on force by police is unnecessary for cultivating virtue. Civil and criminal liability attaches to those who break the law, and the threat of liability serves to “train” most of the public into compliance most of the time. The additional, amorphous threat of personal violence at the hands of police is not obviously necessary to help cultivate respect for the law; in fact, it has the propensity to backfire when such violence is inflicted inequitably, and it actively cultivates a form of vice. See infra Section III.C.
Research suggests these effects can be substantial for young people, even undermining their academic performance. It is not only by their use of force that police undermine the health and safety of their communities. For example, Monica Bell has identified “six mechanisms that link policing and residential segregation,” none of which relate specifically to police use of force. Police around the country have also been disproportionately resistant to receiving COVID-19 vaccines, despite the risks their hesitancy creates for the very communities they are expected to protect. Vaccination rates among police are among the lowest of all public-sector workers. Numerous officers have

---
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threatened—and even followed through with—resignation in response to COVID-19 vaccine mandates. One police union leader has even likened COVID-19 vaccine mandates to the Holocaust. Other officers have forcefully objected to mandates and secured exemptions not available to other public-sector workers. The net result is that police have become a salient vector for transmission of a virus that has already killed over 1.1 million Americans in under three years.

In sum, American police are both objectively and relatively ineffective at protecting civilians from others—even as they simultaneously constitute a threat to civilian safety and health.


218 See supra Section IILA.
C. The Coercive Axis: American Police Often Demand Servility from Civilians, Especially Those from Disadvantaged Groups

One specific—and underappreciated—dimension of the use of force by American police concerns its propensity to inculcate vicious attitudes in its victims through state-sanctioned coercion. If the law can condition virtue and vice, police carry a particularly potent form of that power. As noted above, over one million Americans experience threats or are subject to the use of force at the hands of police an annual basis, and tens of millions more experience legal demands issued by police. These demands are categorically different from wholesale statutory provisions. The power of police to enforce compliance accompanies their retail demands, creating distinctive and substantial pressure for civilians to comply. American police routinely expect unquestioning obedience to these demands, even when the demands themselves are inappropriate or unreasonable. Perhaps extreme deference among civilians makes policing easier, safer, and less aggravating for police.

222 Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 936; HARRELL & DAVIS, supra note 74.

223 See HARRELL & DAVIS, supra note 74.

224 See supra text accompanying notes 94-96.

225 One study found that, when civilians display a “bad” demeanor in interactions with police—that is, “legally permissible behavior of civilians during interactions with police that indicates the degree of deference or respect they extend to involved officers”—“officers are more likely to be suspicious, perceive danger, and experience various antagonistic emotions such as anger, frustration, and annoyance.” Nix et al., supra note 165, at 611. Some officers are comfortable publishing their demands for extreme deference. See Sunil Dutta, I’m a Cop. If You Don’t Want To Get Hurt, Don’t Challenge Me., WASH. POST (Aug. 19, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2014/08/19/im-a-cop-if-you-dont-want-to-get-hurt-dont-challenge-me/ [https://perma.cc/MH24-K37F]. Dutta openly states:

Even though it might sound harsh and impolitic, here is the bottom line: if you don’t want to get shot, tased, pepper-sprayed, struck with a baton or thrown to the ground, just do what I tell you. Don’t argue with me, don’t call me names, don’t tell me that I can’t stop you, don’t say I’m a racist pig, don’t threaten that you’ll sue me and take away my badge. Don’t scream at me that you pay my salary, and don’t even think of aggressively walking towards me.

police. But conditioning the public into unquestioning obedience treads directly on the concerns of virtue jurisprudence: it entails the cultivation of servility, a vicious trait that displaces the virtue of self-respect.

The lopsided use of coercive power against communities of color creates an especially sharp version of this problem. There is little dispute that police apply coercive measures to people of color and those with fewer resources at much higher rates than to richer, whiter segments of the population. Although some have tried to minimize them, the disparities on this front are alarming. Police violence toward Black Americans has spurred record-breaking protests domestically and demonstrations abroad, and it has even inspired the United Nations to take up research on systemic racism in policing. Beyond the health and safety harms

226 See Dutta, supra note 225.

227 See Sinha, Virtuous Law-Breaking, supra note 25, at 234–37. Targets of improper police demands are not necessarily morally obliged to resist. As we noted above, the costs of noncompliance with police demands are high—indeed, they can be fatal. When directed by police to yield, it is rarely prudent to resist, even if one’s self-respect counts in favor of defiance. Id. at 240–41. But it may be morally defensible for civilians facing certain improper demands of the police to resist on the grounds of self-respect, even if that is not morally obligatory. Id. at 235.


230 For some relevant statistics, see supra note 11.
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associated with police use of force, discussed in the preceding Section, these imbalances themselves have corrosive effects highlighted by the virtue framework.

The members of a flourishing community will manifest some reasonable measure of self-respect, at minimum by expecting equal treatment before the law, including at the hands of police. But police do not provide equal treatment. As the data canvassed above demonstrate, police have long deployed their coercive authority against certain groups disproportionately and inappropriately. In other words, they consistently issue unfair retail demands to people of color, among other disadvantaged groups. These demands force upon their targets a moral dilemma: how to balance their own self-respect—which includes the rejection of unfair demands issued to them by police—against the imprudence of noncompliance, especially given the high costs of resisting. Many will deem it necessary to comply even though compliance is in some respect vicious.

Over time, these dilemmas can have a pronounced conditioning effect on targeted populations. Indeed, data show that, in the wake of highly publicized incidents of police violence against people of color, communities of color become reluctant to contact the police even to report violent crime.

Morally relevant differences may justify differential treatment, but biased policing of the form empirically demonstrated above largely tracks morally irrelevant differences, such as race.


For instance, more Black Americans are afraid of police than are afraid of crime, and Black Americans are more than five times as likely as their White counterparts to fear that their friends and loved ones will be harmed by police. Justin Pickett et al., The American Racial Divide in Fear of Police, 60 CRIMINOLOGY 291, 304 (2022), https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/1745-9125.12298; see also German Lopez, Black Parents Describe “The Talk” They Give to Their Children About Police, VOX (Aug. 8, 2016, 11:40 AM), https://www.vox.com/2016/8/8/12401792/police-black-parents-the-talk [https://perma.cc/Z7Y2-H7VS].

See Matthew Desmond et al., Police Violence and Citizen Crime Reporting in the Black Community, 81 AM. SOCIO. REV. 857 (2016). Additionally, residents of predominantly Black communities “are more likely than whites to view the police as illegitimate and untrustworthy.” Bell, Legal Estrangement, supra note 1, at 2089.
report a deep ambivalence about police—a recognition that a heavier police presence may mean better protection from one source of threats through the introduction of another.239 Profound fear of the state—including manifesting a willingness to suffer crime rather than interact with police, or adopting a fawning deference to legal officers240—is a marker of conditioned subjugation rather than virtue. That attitude also conflicts with widely-held (if perhaps mythical) views about American foundational values and nobility of spirit.241

In sum, through their coercive authority, police routinely extract vicious civilian compliance with retail demands, specifically by requiring civilians to trade off their self-respect to comply. Collectively, these demands demonstrably push the populace—especially in communities of color—toward vice rather than virtue.

D. The Expressive Axis: American Police Consistently Express Vicious Propositions that Undermine Civilian Flourishing

Both through their words and their conduct, police officials and groups routinely express false or vicious propositions that threaten to make civilians morally worse people. There are many ways for police to express such propositions,242 but I will focus on their consistent endorsement of prejudice against different groups of civilians. Examples abound. The president of the Police Officers Federation of Minneapolis has referred to Black Lives Matter as a “terrorist movement.”243 A sheriff in Louisiana publicly stated that his plan to address violent crime was “only

---

239 Bell, Black Security, supra note 22.
240 Pickett et al., supra note 237, at 1.
243 Scheiber et al., supra note 158.
stopping Black people.”244 Another prominent police official has called Muslims “savages,”245 and has advocated for killing criminal suspects.246 A sizable group of officers was caught exchanging text messages about lynching Blacks, gassing Jews, and assaulting members of the LGBTQ community.247 Officers regularly generate outrage with racist, sexist, and homophobic social media posts.248 The pattern is so well-established that it has permeated popular culture; it even serves as the basis of jokes from prominent platforms like Saturday Night Live.249 Offensive statements from police convey state-sanctioned prejudice, and their frequency suggests at least a partial government endorsement of the moral inferiority of singled-out groups.250

In fact, for all the zealous advocacy police unions undertake on behalf of their members—often directly to the detriment of civilians251—at times unions instead prioritize run-of-the-mill political speech at the expense of their own members. That speech, too, has had corrosive moral effects. For example, police unions have been

244 Webster et al., supra note 100.
245 Mitchell, supra note 161.
249 @Stapes, TWITTER (Nov. 19, 2022, 1:23 PM), https://twitter.com/stapes/status/1594033723909242880?s=46&t=w_GglaiPhmCWPx0Xc1pC4wg [https://perma.cc/KS3Y-GEJD].
250 Communications of this sort are particularly corrosive when they emanate from the state; under many circumstances, they may qualify as propaganda. See generally G. Alex Sinha, Lies, Gaslighting and Propaganda, 68 BUFF. L. REV. 1037 (2020) (explaining the significance of misleading governmental communications and defending an account of propaganda that captures a significant share of such communications).
251 See supra Section III.A.
remarkably quiet about the injuries and death that the Capitol Police suffered at
the hands of insurrectionist rioters on January 6, 2021. The most plausible
explanation for their reticence is the well-documented affinity between many police
and the rioters. By contrast, the head of the Chicago Fraternal Order of Police
threatened to expel union members who knelt in solidarity with George Floyd.
The political valence of such speech (or silence) tends to reinforce the messages
conveyed by prejudiced police statements and practices.

The biased or prejudiced policing practices detailed above—the
disproportionate targeting of people of color for stops, searches, and uses of
force—also serve an expressive function that reinforces copious racist statements
by police officials. These practices betray an implicit state endorsement of privately-
held prejudices among the community and may even prime members of the public
toward adopting or heightening their own animus against over-policed groups.

The effects of these messages are so pronounced that some researchers have

252 See John Berman (@JohnBerman), TWITTER (July 28, 2021, 10:42 AM), https://twitter.com/johnberman/status/1420394132032327683?s=21 [https://perma.cc/SJ33-7AG7] (publishing an interview with a Capitol Police Officer describing the lack of support he has received from the Fraternal Order of Police in the wake of the attacks he suffered during the insurrection on Jan. 6, 2021); @Acyn, TWITTER (July 28, 2021, 4:34 PM), https://twitter.com/acyn/status/1420482880942350340?s=21 [https://perma.cc/TET3-T3L6] (publishing an interview in which Jake Tapper confronts the national president of the Fraternal Order of Police over his organization’s reluctance to defend Capitol Police publicly after the insurrection); Andrew Boryga, This Was the Biggest, Loudest Cop Union in America. Then Came Jan. 6, DAILY BEAST (July 29, 2021, 3:37 AM), https://www.thedailybeast.com/fraternal-order-of-police-was-the-biggest-loudest-cop-union-in-america-but-michael-fanone-felt-abandoned [https://perma.cc/23XT-8VRN].


256 See supra note 11.

257 See Nix et al., supra note 80.
described them as “race-making,” conveying that police represent “the dominant race” and, accordingly, relegating others to a lower status.258

In sum, police consistently and influentially express vice on behalf of the state, both explicitly and impliedly through their conduct.

E. The Modeling Axis: American Police Routinely and Prominently Model Vice

A constant stream of cell phone videos, news reports, and studies supplies a rolling reminder of aggressive, cruel, cowardly, prejudiced, ignorant, dishonest, corrupt, and arrogant law-breaking conduct by police all over the country. It is quite simply indisputable that, as prominent legal officials, police frequently model vice in one form or another. Recognizing the significance of this conclusion goes a long way toward explaining the power of prominent cases of police misconduct. After all, although there is no question such cases are numerous, it can be difficult to identify a baseline for assessing the prevalence of the moral failings that drive them, let alone to actually calculate the frequency with which those failings arise. For example, there is some evidence that a propensity toward brutality is relatively widespread among police officers, but one cannot necessarily derive statistical conclusions about the rates of vice manifested by officers (whether on duty or off) from media reports about individual instances of police misconduct. At minimum, fatal civilian encounters with police constitute a small fraction of the total universe of civilian encounters with police.

But frequency is not necessary to justify outrage upon witnessing an officer choke a restrained civilian to death, or fatally shoot an unarmed civilian in the
Among the most notorious recent incidents in which police have been credibly accused of cowardice is the shooting that took place at Robb Elementary School in Uvalde County, Texas in May of 2022. The police waited over seventy minutes to confront an active shooter who ultimately killed nineteen children and two teachers in the school. Zach Despart et al., Records Reveal Medical Response Further Delayed Care for Uvalde Shooting Victims, TEX. TRIB. (Dec. 20, 2022, 5:00 AM), https://www.texastribune.org/2022/12/20/uvalde-medical-response/ [https://perma.cc/A3HU-99ET]. Many people, including relatives of the victims, have interpreted the delay as a reflection of cowardice. See Shimon Prokupecz & Matthew J. Friedman, Grieving Uvalde Families Condemn Responding Officers as ‘Cowards,’ CNN (July 8, 2022, 3:20 PM), https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/08/us/uvalde-families-call-officers-cowards/index.html [https://perma.cc/Q4JF-WDV4].

262 See supra notes 240–45 and accompanying text.


The import of these cases is not reducible to their elusive statistical significance. Even if we were to assume (questionably) that these sorts of cases are current and former police officers have been arrested for breaking into the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021. See Spencer S. Hsu, Current, Former Police Officers Charged in New Proud Boys Indictment in Capitol Riot, WASH. POST (July 16, 2021, 5:43 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/legal-issues/proud-boys-police-indictment-florida/2021/07/16/1fdbe642-e5a4-11eb-8a5-5662858696e_story.html [https://perma.cc/4Z5S-3DAQ]. For a feature on active-duty police officers who attended the January 6 rally, see Jonathan Ben-Menachem, The Cops at the Capitol, THE APPEAL (Jan. 13, 2021), https://theappeal.org/the-cops-at-the-capitol/ [https://perma.cc/LDSX-EVDX].


Just as judges or lawyers who demonstrate serious deficiencies in their private lives invite public skepticism about their professional judgment, police who engage in seriously problematic conduct while off duty may also tarnish the public’s view of their professional capacities. For example, a series of deeply troubling studies shows that the romantic partners of police officers experience domestic violence at rates substantially higher than people in the community more generally. See Conor Friedersdorf, Police Have a Much Bigger Domestic-Abuse Problem than the NFL Does, THE ATLANTIC (Sept. 19, 2014), https://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2014/09/police-officers-who-hit-their-wives-or-girlfriends/380329/ [https://perma.cc/FN9D-7BE7].
relatively isolated in a meaningful sense, they cause substantial moral harm. More specifically, the modeling power of these cases (combined with their expressive content and coercive effect) explains and justifies the outrage they provoke. It is this outrage that sparks so much scholarly interest in policing in the first place and drives protestors into the streets around the world. No account of policing can begin to make sense of the scholarly and public reaction to police misconduct without taking these moral harms seriously.

IV. VIRTUE-CENTERED POLICE REFORM

Individuating the five axes of police influence over civilian flourishing provides a comprehensive picture of the troubling implications of American policing, and offering several advantages. I address each of these merits briefly in closing.

A. The Organizational Power of Virtue Analysis

The axes permit us to organize and contextualize the abundant policing critiques and reform proposals raised in the literature to date. In doing so, we see that many scholars have focused narrowly on only one or two relevant dimensions of policing. Perhaps the outright majority of policing literature concerns the security axis—the relationship between policing and the physical health or safety of civilians. Because physical safety is quite plausibly a precondition for community flourishing, focusing there is appropriate (albeit not to the exclusion of the other four axes). Improving the capacity of the police to keep the community safe is also the most obvious goal for proposals untethered from a comprehensive moral view of

275 Despite constituting a small fraction of the total interactions between civilians and police, it is inappropriate to regard them as isolated when American police kill so many more civilians—both objectively and relatively—than police in other parts of the world. See Cheatham & Maizland, supra note 204.


277 Even if widespread outrage were not morally justifiable, its mere existence would carry normative significance. Under the framework provided by strong virtue jurisprudence, however, police misconduct is distinctively bad when compared to analogous forms of misconduct by civilians.

278 See, e.g., Baughman, supra note 88, at 104–11.

279 See supra ILB.ii.
policing because it fits cleanly within the narrowest and most basic expectations for the contemporary role of police.\(^{280}\)

Evidence-based policing scholarship primarily focuses here,\(^{281}\) as do many legal scholars.\(^{282}\) Thus, when Barry Friedman calls for the disaggregation of police functions, his argument rests substantially on concerns of this sort.\(^{283}\) And when Tracey Meares advocates for the importance of building the perception of police legitimacy, her stated objective is similar.\(^{284}\) Certain critiques of racial biases in policing also reflect concerns for the safety of those pockets of the community that disproportionately bear the risk of physical harm at the hands of police.\(^{285}\)

Literature on the impediments to reform—especially the power of police unions—often contends with the structural axis. For instance, when Benjamin Levin explores the defiance of police unions in the face of calls for accountability and reform, his work explores the structural relationship between police and their communities.\(^{286}\) A similar concern appears to motivate Catherine L. Fisk and L. Song Richardson in proposing to modify the internal architecture of police unions.\(^{287}\) Jocelyn Simonson’s recent work about shifting power from police to communities also substantially implicates the structural axis.\(^{288}\)

Because policing scholars often obscure their underlying moral commitments, however, they engage less clearly and comprehensively with moral harms, and thus with the coercive, expressive, and modeling axes.\(^{289}\) I noted some limited exceptions

---

\(^{280}\) See, e.g., Thomson-DeVeaux et al., supra note 11; Ray, supra note 11. Police accept this framing as well. See N.Y.C. POLICE DEP’T, supra note 78.


\(^{282}\) See Baughman, supra note 88, at 54; Stoughton, supra note 1, at 2183.

\(^{283}\) See Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 979.

\(^{284}\) See Meares, supra note 1.

\(^{285}\) See, e.g., Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 925–26.

\(^{286}\) See Levin, supra note 1.

\(^{287}\) See Fisk & Richardson, supra note 1.

\(^{288}\) See Simonson, supra note 1.

\(^{289}\) Some scholars appear to recognize moral harms but struggle to characterize them appropriately. For instance, Kramer and Remster describe a range of non-violent policing harms as “slow violence” in the
above, but it is worth revisiting those exceptions with the preceding analysis in place. Monica Bell’s work on legal estrangement arguably interacts with the expressive and modeling axes, though not in an explicitly virtue-centered way. She explores the link between policing and what she calls “legal estrangement,” a concept that encompasses “legal cynicism” within over-targeted communities about the functions and promises of the law. Adopting the virtues as a framework only heightens the normative force behind Bell’s conclusions. Similarly, although Simonson’s “power lens” directly implicates the structural axis, the considerations that push her to advocate for shifting power toward over-policed communities—the reparative, anti-subordination, and democratic benefits of doing so—speak powerfully to the expressive function of different configurations of police power.

B. The Revelatory Power of Virtue Analysis

By uncovering the tendency of scholars to focus on only part of the picture, virtue analysis reveals the importance of certain underappreciated elements of policing practices, especially those that bear the more elusive moral harms addressed by the final three axes. More specifically, reform advocates should not lose sight of the conditioning effect of the countless commands that police issue to civilians and the expressive and modeling power of the numerous but anecdotal cases of the most egregious police misconduct that trigger media coverage and protests. Policing commands acquire special significance under strong virtue jurisprudence because they collectively provide for the most overt form of virtue (and vice) cultivation engaged in by police. Reform efforts therefore need to contend with the nature of police-civilian interaction more generally. It is not merely inappropriate as a structural matter for public servants to bully or demean members of the public; that conduct also undermines a key moral function of the law in a well-

absence of a moral vocabulary for capturing the corrosive effects of racial disparities in law enforcement. See generally Kramer & Remster, supra note 103.

290 See supra note 4.

291 Bell, Legal Estrangement, supra note 1, at 2086; see also Meares, supra note 1, at 1359–60.

292 See supra note 4.

293 It is plausible that multiple moral frameworks could account for Simonson’s premises, but they would have to do so in different ways. The virtues offer a scaffolding for Simonson’s position that would take reparative, antisubordination, and democratic considerations seriously based on their implications for the virtue-centered flourishing of different subgroups within the community.
calibrated legal system. This is a plausible result that should align with the unarticulated intuitions of many scholars and advocates working on policing.

Similarly, as the public increasingly responds more forcefully to individual cases of police brutality, it has become important to be able to explain the resonance of these cases. Absent some conception of the moral harms that flow from such incidents, it can be difficult to marshal these examples as evidence for the need for specific reforms above and beyond relying on them as outrageous anecdotes. Virtue analysis explains the meaning of these cases: they do more than supply scattered evidence of the need to address the security axis, where some might dismiss them as bearing questionable statistical significance. Virtue analysis allows us to posit that such cases—and police agencies’ responses to them, which are often cruel in a most disturbing and calculated way—reveal much about the power of the police to express or model virtue and vice.

Indeed, in revealing these underappreciated implications of policing practices, the virtues make the case for themselves as a particularly promising framework. Virtue jurisprudence offers a plainspoken account of these moral harms: policing, perversely and all too frequently, involves state-sanctioned immorality that also makes civilians morally worse people. Part of what makes police misconduct galling is precisely the vice it expresses and models. This compelling conclusion helps explain widespread outrage about American policing.

C. The Justificatory Power of Virtue Analysis

Third, the foregoing analysis helps to justify the scholarly focus on certain issues, such as racist or brutal policing, because the axes allow us to refract these phenomena and reveal the multifaceted nature of what previously seemed like one-dimensional critiques. For example, police brutality deserves its place at the heart of reform efforts because it directly undermines essential preconditions to human flourishing and causes the precise harms that police agencies supposedly serve to prevent. But it also imposes heavy moral harms, including by conditioning civilians into servility.

Racial biases also belong at the core of police-reform conversations; they have layered effects that seriously implicate all five axes. The traditional impulse to analyze racial bias along the security axis is not entirely misplaced because such

---

291 Many scholars rely on egregious cases as animating examples to launch papers on policing. See, e.g., Hung, supra note 10, at 560; Sinha, Virtuous Law-Breaking, supra note 25, at 203-04.

295 See infra Section IV.D.
biases result in communities of color disproportionately suffering health- and safety-related harms at the hands of police. But racial biases also acutely compound historical, structural disadvantages that have persistently harmed those very communities. These biases also have morally corrosive effects. They manifest, *inter alia*, in imbalances in the application of coercive methods to communities of color, cultivating distinctive and harmful attitudes among their members. They also express the state’s acceptance of the subordinate status of communities of color and ensure that officers model vice to the populace as a whole, normalizing a tolerance for racial bias among civilians.

**D. The Normative Power of Virtue Analysis**

Finally, and most importantly, the virtues shift the conversation toward the moral level where so much disagreement about policing begins, and they do so with significant normative force. The account provided above springs from a cohesive and venerable theoretical base. More specifically, three thin, plausible, and interrelated commitments about the role of the law in a virtue-centered society bring into focus five dimensions of police influence on civilian flourishing. In turn, we have selected an uncontroversial moral assumption to pair with each of those dimensions to gauge the collective deficiencies of American policing. We need not grasp at—and, therefore, need not seek to justify—indeed moral considerations to explain our concerns on an ad hoc basis. Ostensibly disparate worries about racism, brutality, legitimacy, trust, accountability, discipline, collective bargaining, and more all find theoretical support in the same place. Indeed, as we noted above, virtue jurisprudence even provides the lens through which we can refract these concerns to appreciate their multiple dimensions.

Having identified our moral premises, we are positioned to derive substantive guidance on the objectives of reform. First, by privileging the interests and the

---

296 As some have observed, prejudiced policing also undermines the efficacy of police along the security axis by generating resistance to cooperation among disadvantaged communities. See Bell, *Legal Estrangement, supra* note 1, at 2059.

297 Notably, reform proposals also cut across multiple axes, sometimes in complex ways unnoticed by their advocates. For instance, defenders of body cameras—which are designed to record police behavior for later review—argue they may reduce police brutality by enhancing accountability. Lum, *supra* note 3, at 21. If cameras have the intended effect, they might also improve police performance along the coercive axis as well. Body cameras may also implicate the structural axis, depending (for example) on whether civilians are entitled to access the footage. Yet reliance on body cameras also tacitly concedes that too many officers have abused their authority and that, unless they are closely watched, they cannot be trusted to interact responsibly with their communities. That concession, amply supported though it is, has ramifications for the expressive and modeling axes.

298 See *supra* Section IV.C.
collective preferences of the communities served by police, the structural axis underscores the importance of reforms aimed at improving transparency. Communities cannot properly assess the efficacy of police in sustaining their flourishing without proper data—how successful police are at solving and preventing crime, how and when they use force, how they discipline their members, and so forth. Reforms aimed at promoting transparency are therefore distinctive. For similar structural reasons, it is also appropriate for communities to be able to call officers to account. Responsiveness to community concerns, especially in a context where policing demonstrably falls short of supporting civilian flourishing, simply reflects the instrumental role of police in a democratic society.

Second, and more broadly, the routine failure of police to meet even the lowest meaningful standard on each of the five axes points to the need for sweeping reforms or even abolition—changes that could address not just the deficits of police performance on the security axis, but their enduring structural and moral deficiencies as well.\(^{299}\) That means more than simply cutting back the scope of police duties or weakening their tools for resisting change, but reducing their coercive power and their cultural and moral significance to curb their capacity to cultivate, model, and express vice on behalf of the state.

We can back our way into a similar conclusion via weak virtue jurisprudence. Above, we identified a reasonably conservative battery of qualities that a virtuous police officer would consistently manifest, including benevolence, courage, justice, intelligence, integrity, humility, and lawfulness. This is a perfectly fair list of demands from communities that entrust the police with such power and discretion. But it is also a long list, a difficult list for hundreds of thousands of officers to master and manifest consistently, often under duress, and especially when they are routinely

\(^{299}\) There are other reasons to think that substantial changes will be necessary. For one, the patchwork of limited reforms enacted in recent years has done little to improve the performance of police on the security axis. Most significantly, the rate at which American police kill civilians appears to be increasing. See *supra* note 11. Additionally, evidence on the efficacy of measures, like body cameras for reducing non-lethal force, is mixed at best. Norwood, *supra* note 95.

Further, just as police have the power to model virtue and vice, so do other arms of the state. When government officials undertake serious efforts at reforming problematic policing practices, they express their commitment to equality, and they model a form of virtue by reflecting a responsiveness to the inequities, violence and other manifest deficiencies of the current configuration of police agencies. By contrast, ducking the issue or continuing to nibble ineffectually around the edges models vice and expresses official indifference to the plight of communities of color and civilians who consistently experience state-sanctioned fear and violence.
called upon to address issues for which they may be poorly trained.\footnote{Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 962.} Put another way, what civilians should be able to expect of the armed agents of the state as a theoretical matter is also, plainly, too much to ask as a practical matter. The response must be to close the gap between what civilians are entitled to demand and what police provide. Increasing the capacities of the police—for example, through modified training—has thus far proved unavailing, so we must instead seriously consider significantly reducing the powers and prominence of police.\footnote{The foregoing analysis suggests that the alternative—maintaining the prominence of police but making them “better”—is much more difficult than some might hope. Even if we focus primarily on improving police performance on the security axis, and even if we set aside budgetary constraints for the sake of argument, the path forward would be unclear. See Barry Friedman, We Spend $100 Billion on Policing, We Have No Idea How It Works., WASH. POST (Mar. 10, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2017/03/10/we-spend-100-billion-on-policing-we-have-no-idea-what-works/#click=https://t.co/SwpGG7LuIY. But identifying the structural and moral implications of policing further complicates efforts to throw money at the problem. For one, enriching police agencies will likely give them even greater power to resist civilian control. Thus, even if more money helped improve the performance of police on the security axis, it would likely harm their performance on the structural axis. Additionally, it would take more than money to eradicate the cultural problems within law enforcement agencies that cause so much moral harm.}

We might characterize the reform objective here as \textit{humbling the police} because the most alarming moral indicator of the need for reform is a specific form of arrogance that afflicts police agencies. That arrogance is most evident in the wake of various policing failures, both large and small. Some cases of police misconduct reflect egregious decisions by individual officers while others result from genuine but understandable errors of judgment made under difficult circumstances.\footnote{Of course, police arrogance or misplaced perceptions of entitlement often anchor these egregious cases in the first instance as well. For example, in January of 2023, police in Memphis brutally beat Tyre Nichols to death at least in part “for perceived disrespect or disobedience.” See Stein et al., supra note 165.} The latter may follow from relatively minor flaws of character—or even just bad luck—magnified in significance by the stakes of an officer getting it wrong. But whether the underlying failing is grave or venial, police agencies tend to compound those errors by displaying an aggressive and defiant face to the communities they have let down.

For example, it is common for police unions to issue inflammatory statements after their members erroneously kill civilians, often with the manifest purpose of trolling the families of their victims. After Cleveland police shot and killed twelve-
year-old Tamir Rice—who was playing with a toy gun in the park—Rice’s family sued the city. When the family settled the suit, the president of the local police union issued the following statement: “[W]e can only hope the Rice family and their attorneys will use a portion of this settlement to help educate the youth of Cleveland in the dangers associated with the mishandling of both real and facsimile firearms.” The same union later raffled a handgun to raise money for an officer accused of fatally shooting an unarmed teenager.

It is not only police unions that double down aggressively after police make mistakes or engage in misconduct. Police in Ferguson, Missouri arrested the wrong man, and instead of releasing him, badly beat him and then charged him with destruction of property for bleeding on their uniforms. Officers in Los Angeles “frequently harass the families of people they have killed, including taunting them at vigils, parking outside their homes, and following them and pulling them over for no reason.” Officers in Louisiana sought the incarceration of a law professor because he re-published a public video of the police strip-searching his clients (one of whom was a minor) during a traffic search. In other instances, police show a tendency to react sharply to minor discipline for manifestly inappropriate conduct.

---


After a pair of officers in Buffalo were captured on video pushing an older civilian to the ground and leaving him to lie unconscious on the pavement, bleeding from his head, the two were suspended. In response, fifty-seven officers—the entire Emergency Response Team—resigned in protest.

This sort of conduct is quite simply indefensible. We cannot chalk it up to snap judgments made urgently under difficult circumstances. One might explain it—though certainly not justify it—by appeal to a misdirected sense of loyalty that develops among officers and pits them inappropriately against civilians. But it reflects a higher-order or meta-arrogance that compounds misconduct and insulates police from apologizing or even explaining themselves to the communities they purport to serve.

Notably, this arrogance poisons all five axes. Police have demonstrated the power and inclination to assert their self-interest over the interests of civilians, even as they frequently harm community health and safety, cultivate vice via inappropriate retail commands, express poisonous views on behalf of the state, and model vicious dispositions. Yet police groups are frequently unapologetic for these deficiencies, forcefully resisting change, and widely refusing to acknowledge their shortcomings. That attitude amplifies their misconduct in the most morally egregious ways. In short, police are sub-optimally calibrated as a tool to promote civilian well-being, yet too many of them simply do not care. Civilians thus need to humble the police.

There are at least two salient and related dimensions to this injunction. The first is attitudinal. Police agencies must be compelled to internalize their demerits, and to justify their power and performance, in earnest, to the civilians they serve. The pressure to do so will only arise if civilians adopt sufficiently deep and widespread skepticism of the police. A more comprehensive tally of the harms of policing,

---

31 Scheiber et al., supra note 158.
32 Id.
33 See generally THOMAS HURKA, VIRTUE, VICE, AND VALUE (2001) (arguing that attitudes of inappropriate valence toward goods and evils in the world constitute vice).
34 This explains one important contribution of calls for abolition. Even if efforts at abolition are ultimately unavailing, abolitionist arguments demand justification of the status quo from their opponents. By working from the assumption of the necessity for a radical reconfiguration of police agencies, abolitionist arguments sidestep the heavy institutional inertia that facilitates societal acceptance of oppressive policing practices.
such as the one offered in this Article, may help to nudge the needle in the proper direction. More helpful still would be improved media coverage of police violence\(^1\) and a greater focus on inculcating skepticism of police in the richer, whiter pockets of communities that have had less occasion to confront the breadth of harms imposed by our police agencies.\(^2\)

The second dimension of humbling the police encompasses practical changes to the configuration of police power. Which sorts of reforms can address the structural, pre-conditional, and moral harms identified above? That question is complex and warrants its own dedicated treatment, but we can draw a few preliminary conclusions. The practical thrust of humbling the police involves reducing or eliminating the power of police to cause harm along so many axes. That means significantly shrinking the power and profile of police agencies, if not abolishing them altogether. Narrowing or disaggregating the role of police may offer a meaningful start because it could facilitate a reduction in their importance and influence.\(^3\)

\(^1\) There is a tendency in media coverage of police violence to do the exact opposite of what is required on this front—to use passive voice or other semantic constructions to obscure the responsibility of police for civilian killings, or even to place the agency on the civilian victims themselves. This phenomenon is particularly pronounced in headlines. See, e.g., Jill Cowan et al., Officer Whose Bullet Killed a 14-Year-Old Girl Wanted to ‘Change’ the Police, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 31, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/30/us/los-angeles-police-burlington-shooting-william-dorsey-jones.html?sn=ttc-nscms-out; Jill Cowan & Giulia Heyward, Teen Who Sought New Life Found Death at Hands of the Police, Father Says, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 30, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/28/us/la-police-shooting-valentina-orellana-peralta.html. Some refer to versions of this linguistic tic phrasing such as “mistakes were made” as the “past exonerative tense.” John M. Broder, Familiar Fallback for Officials: ‘Mistakes Were Made,’ N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 4, 2007), https://www.nytimes.com/2007/03/14/washington/14mistakes.html. The use of the past exonerative tense, or related exculpatory language, is distinctly unhelpful in compelling police to confront their own role in undermining civilian flourishing.


\(^3\) Friedman, Policing Function, supra note 1, at 926; HUM. RTS. WATCH, supra note 10.
reduction in their responsibilities—for example, to direct their efforts away from certain social problems and toward crime. Defunding police, reducing their collective bargaining power, relying more on alternative community arrangements for security, or abolishing (and potentially partially reconstituting) police agencies might all advance this goal. Compelling arguments may exist for each of these—or yet other—proposals, alone or in combination. Crucially, the virtues frame the requirements for making those arguments successfully.

Perhaps the biggest impediment to police reform or abolition is civilian fear of increased crime. The foregoing analysis is not intended to provide a strategic guide to enacting changes so much as to provide a principled basis for identifying the proper objectives of reform. But the latter bears on the former. Skillfully deployed, a more comprehensive picture of the costs of American policing may help to shift momentum in favor of meaningful change. At minimum, tolerating vicious policing out of fear means acquiescing to subjugation, a massive strike against our collective character. We are entitled to better, and we are morally obliged to demand it.

**CONCLUSION**

The virtues provide clear and powerful guidance for untangling the complex interplay of harms and benefits that accompany policing. They outline a way forward on debates about police reform by underscoring the inescapable relevance of moral considerations and by explicitly empowering a more comprehensive conversation than traditional approaches to policing. Some scholars may nevertheless remain skeptical of the virtues, whether in general or as a device for analyzing policing. That skepticism itself stands to contribute to the debate, but only if properly surfaced and explored. Ultimately, police reform arguments are moral arguments, and it will be impossible to move the debate forward with clarity until contributors routinely identify and defend their moral assumptions.

---

318 Meares, supra note 1, at 1365.
319 The troubling history of American police agencies plausibly renders it impossible for those agencies to regain their requisite moral authority without being functionally and symbolically rebooted.
320 Each of these approaches could present distinctive configurations of tradeoffs that can be measured for their effects along the five axes. The axes thus supply a framework for comparing radically different approaches to police reform.